Knights of old sought to be masters of their minds and
bodies . . . they were forewarned, forearmed and ready to
protect themselves
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Contact the NSILC in Saskatchewan or the ILRC in Calgary for these resources.
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Protecting Ourselves . . .

Above all, we must learn to trust our own instincts

Dating violence is any intentional sexual, physical or psychological attack on one
partner by the other in a dating relationship. This definition reflects the belief that
all forms of abuse are harmful and worth taking seriously.
Dating Violence. Health Canada. 1995

Wife abuse is the attempt to control the behavior of a wife, common-law partner or
girlfriend. It is a misuse of power which uses the bonds of intimacy, trust and
dependency to make the woman unequal, powerless and unsafe. It can include
physical, psychological, verbal, sexual, financial or spiritual abuse.
Wife Abuse. Health Canada. 1995

Sexual assault is a violent crime. It is an attempt to hurt, humiliate and control the
victim. Sex is only the weapon. Submission is not consent. One out of three rapes
occurs in or near a victim’s place of residence, and in many instances the assailant
is known to the victim.
The University of Louisville. Dept. of Public Safety. 1999

Verbal abuse is a form of verbal expression that can disturb or destroy one’s self
image.
A Prevention Handbook for Young People with Disabilities, CAILC. 1995
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Introduction

Protecting Ourselves is an

educational tool for facilitators

to assist persons with disabilities in making the necessary changes in perception,
attitude and practices that will ultimately empower them to act in a safe and
informed manner when dealing with perpetrators of crime and violence. It serves to
encourage discussion and increase the participants’ awareness of preventative
strategies that can be employed in the home and the community to safeguard against
crime. While there are numerous handbooks and pamphlets available through
various government and agency sources on different aspects of crime prevention,
there are few, if any, practical guides for persons with cross disabilities who need
not only the knowledge of factors that precipitate crime, but also the process of
dealing with potentially volatile situations.

This manual offers all participants the valuable gift of knowledge, one of the
primary resources toward self-empowerment. Without this knowledge, there can be
no action, certainly no way of developing a safe plan of action against perpetrators
of crime. Even when the choice of the individual is not to do anything, that person
is making an active decision. Above all, the choice on how to act rests with the
person with a disability.
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There is an assumption of a certain level of independence and autonomy in order for
this series to be effective. If consumers are at the stage where they are not aware of
good touching versus bad touching, for example, they may benefit from another
series, such as Home Safe Home2 or Stop the Abuse3 before venturing into the
exercises in the final module on “Personal Safety” in this manual.

Similarly, this is not a training manual on how to train facilitators to work with
persons with cross disabilities, particularly in groups that deal with disclosure and
support for persons who have been abused. It is essential, therefore, that the
participants are made aware of resources in the community, such as the Sexual
Assault Center or the Family Support Center, that are better equipped to deal with
the psychological ramifications of what might emerge over the course of the
workshop. The aim of each module is to increase awareness on crime prevention
not incapacitate persons who may begin to disclose information that is of a very
personal nature. This is not to say that people cannot share past experiences, or talk
openly about the personal safety issues surrounding persons with disabilities, but
there are places in the community ready to deal with disclosure about crime.

It is assumed that the facilitator will have some knowledge of working with persons
with cross disabilities. While it is tempting to list various disability groups and
even include accommodations particular to that disability group, this has not been
the case, because the intent of the manual is not to pigeon hole persons into what
they can or cannot do: what Tom, who has a brain injury, might request in
2

Contact CAILC, Ottawa for this resource

3

Contact CAILC, Ottawa for this resource
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accommodations for a group or conference may not be the same as what Maria, who
also has a brain injury, may require for the same group or conference. The aim is to
facilitate communication and participation rather than make gross generalizations:
Put simply, no one knows better than I do about what I need to help me learn.

The manual is divided into two main sections: The first section is directed toward
the facilitator and describes the history and development of the Independent Living
Movement. While some of the facilitators may be familiar with the Independent
Living approach to group facilitation, others may be unaware of the IL philosophy.
The first section serves as a guide on how to enable the consumers to articulate
exactly their expectations from the workshop series. It is important to establish a
safe environment for the participants to learn and share experiences. The second
section is divided into five modules on crime prevention. Depending on the needs
assessment/requirements of the participants, the facilitator may want to expand on a
given module, either by bringing in members of the community to speak on various
aspects of crime prevention or by including more examples/scenarios for group
practice. Wherever possible, real situations have been used as sample scenarios, but
the names of the persons involved in these situations have been altered to preserve
anonymity. Time spent on each module will depend on the needs, cognitive ability
and energy level of the participants. The modules can be offered in conjunction
with other available resources, such as videotapes, or broken down into more
comprehensive packages using the information in the Theory Boxes as overheads.4
Because of the terminology used to define each module, there is an element of

4

Anyone wishing to focus on abuse and seniors should contact CAILC for the Seniors
with Disabilities Abuse Prevention Model (CAILC, 1995).
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overlap of information between modules, which can serve as revision or a way of
testing lessons learned. This may benefit those with developmental disabilities or
brain injury.

Due to the sensitivity of the final module, it may be advisable to use a male and
female facilitator team to deliver the workshop. Some women feel uncomfortable
talking about issues surrounding their personal space or bodies with a male
facilitator and vice versa. However, when a male and female facilitator are present
from the onset, issues of trust and confidentiality can be worked through as the
group begins to gel.
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Section One:
Background on the Independent Living Movement and the Need for SelfEmpowerment
Any action taken by a person with a disability against a perpetrator or to protect
his or her environment or personal space requires a degree of self-empowerment.

An Independent Living Resource Centre is a non-profit community resource centre
designed to support persons with disabilities in their efforts to live independently.
Canada’s ILRCs share a common mission: to promote and facilitate the gradual
assumption by citizens with disabilities of responsibility for developing and
managing community resources (Kowbuz, 1993, 1-4).

The Independent Living Movement was launched in the United States in the early
1970s. The first Independent Living Centre was founded in Berkeley, California
following an attempt to integrate students with disabilities into the community; it
was managed mainly by persons with disabilities. Today, there are more than two
hundred centres promoting the Independent Living philosophy across the United
States and more than twenty-two centres across Canada. In Canada, the IL centres
are consumer run and driven in that they support services requested by persons with
disabilities in each centre’s community. As a result, each centre offers different or
varying supports from one another.

In Canada, the first centre opened its doors in Kitchener, Waterloo, Ontario in 1982.
North Saskatchewan Independent Living Centre
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The Canadian movement differs from the US movement in that its development was
shaped by the consumers’ advocacy movement, particularly its emphasis on
personal empowerment.

From the consumers’ advocacy movement, the Independent Living philosophy
prioritizes the notion of the consumer’s advantage in the economic system where
the consumer is always right (CAILC, 1995, 9). The Independent Living movement
applies this theory to rehabilitation asserting that the person with a disability is best
able to determine which services might meet his or her needs. This runs contrary to
the traditional medical model in which service providers, such as rehabilitation
specialists and physiotherapists, decide on the technical and human aids required to
meet the needs of the person with a disability in order to maintain his or her
independence. However, according to the Independent Living philosophy, as a
consumer, the person with a disability has a right to choose rather than
passively receive a service.

Returning the power to the consumer is not an easy task, especially when the
institution has a history and a reputation for knowing what is best for the “patient”
or “client.” Self-Help Groups, Empowerment Workshops, and Self-Advocacy
Workshops are intervention strategies that enhance services offered by other
agencies; they “enable persons with disabilities to exercise a degree of control over
their lives and over the services they use. They place power back into the
consumers’ hands by giving them awareness and knowledge” (DesfossÁs, 1993,
8).
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In a similar way, the demedicalization movement seeks to involve the individual in
his or her health care. The Independent Living movement agrees that, “in most
cases, medical involvement is unnecessary and unproductive” (DesfossÁs, 1993, 89). The view that the doctor is always right assumes an expertise that dismisses the
requirements of the consumer. It presupposes the consumer as “sick” or debilitated.
As such, the consumer is dependent on the service providers for a “cure” and
becomes the cooperative patient. The IL movement
rejects the behavioural stereotypes created by the roles of patient and
person with a disability. The movement asserts that persons with disabilities
do not want to trade their family, professional, and civic responsibilities for a
return to childhood. It is this ‘trade off’ which prevents a person with a
disability from being integrated into community life and becoming a fullyfledged person. (DesfossÁs, 1993, 10)

Deinstitutionalization and integration into the community work against the
dependency effects of prolonged institutionalized care. According to the
Independent Living philosophy, “normalization includes the dignity of risk, [and
hence] the possibility of failure” (DesfossÁs, 1993, 10). The person with a disability
is ultimately responsible for his or her life.

The IL model emphasizes environmental barriers that impair the successful
integration of the person with a disability into the community. It advocates
consultation, protection of rights, support from self-help peer groups, consumer
action based on information, and elimination of architectural barriers and social
attitudes: the concept of Independent Living (CAILC, 1995, 16-17).
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When persons with disabilities lack the knowledge and the skills to advocate on
their own behalf, they not only open themselves up to incidents of crime,
particularly institutional abuse, but also get stigmatized as infantile. A person with
a disability can make decisions for him or her self, regardless of the consequences.
The old adage that we all learn by our mistakes is not limited to a select few.

North Saskatchewan Independent Living Centre
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Section Two
Module One: Needs Assessment
Key Considerations:
The following list of facts and statistics are not meant to alarm. Rather, they are
meant to inform the facilitators and the group of the reality of violence in every
community.5 It is difficult to get an accurate handle on the rates of all types of
crime committed against people with disabilities due to lack of reporting. The
information that is available, however, clearly shows that persons with disabilities
face alarming rates of abuse, violence and hate crimes. Unfortunately, there will
likely be participants in the group who may have experienced some form of
violence, but they may or may not choose to disclose this information.

<

67% of women with disabilities have been physically or sexually assaulted as
children

<

1 out of 3 women in North America will be sexually assaulted in her lifetime

<

1 in 4 college women has been raped or suffered an attempted rape

<

An increasing number of persons with disabilities, particularly women
amputees are being sexually harassed on the Net

<

Persons with disabilities are more likely than others without disabilities to be
subjected to acts of crime, violence and abuse that are prohibited by criminal
and civil law

<

The greater the number of caregivers a person has to help him or her with
5

Statistics and facts obtained from CAILC (1999), Winnipeg Police Service Online
Crime Prevention Handbook (1999), and Working Toward an Harassment Free Internet (1999).
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activities of daily living, the greater the risks of abuse

<

The more significant one’s disability, the greater the chance of crime or abuse

<

Adult men with disabilities are abused more often than adult men without
disabilities. Research shows that more than 30% of survivors are males with
disabilities

A safe environment which allows participants to connect to one another in ways
that foster trust and respect is of primary importance when developing a crime
prevention workshop for persons with cross disabilities.6 Trust is particularly
important when bringing together a group of persons with disabilities who have
likely experienced some form of abuse in their lifetime. As part of the initial
contact or opening interview with the consumer, the facilitator should inform the
potential participant of the Independent Living philosophy and remind him or her
that this is the central focus of the series. When consumers are aware of their
ability to choose from the onset, they can articulate their own expectations and
dictate their own degree of involvement/disclosure as they begin each module.
Again, it is important that persons with disabilities who have been abused take the
power back into their own hands; the ability to make what seems like the smallest
decision to one person can be very empowering for another.

This is also the time to record any physical accommodations that need to be in
place before the first group. There may be sensitivity issues, such as allergies to

6

A cross disability group consists of persons with various disabilities, such as a person
with a visual impairment, a person with a history of mental illness, and a person who has
cerebral palsy.
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perfume or other products that should be relayed to the other participants. This is
the time to make sure that the intended physical space is large enough to
accommodate wheelchairs and scooters; the location of plug outlets for tape
recorders may also need checking out.

The facilitator should be mindful of not putting his or her expectations for the group
onto each participant. Each participant will inevitably learn new information, but
what the participant chooses to do with that information is just that: the choice of
that participant. The facilitator must take every opportunity to encourage respect
for each other’s diversities and differences. The group process can be a useful tool
for illustrating the equalization of power amongst the participants.

The facilitator and his or her assistant should:

<

Draw on the unique contributions of each participant

<

Be aware of the energy level of the participants at all times

<

Ensure that housekeeping issues such as attendant care, physical access,
physical space, washroom accessibility, noise, lighting, room temperature,
sign language interpreters, tape recorders, large print handouts and
refreshments have been attended to in advance of the first group

<

Start out by dividing the large group into groups of two participants when
working in small groups in order to provide a safe place for participants who
have difficulty communicating verbally, either due to their disability or social
unease

<

Utilize role play and small group work to enhance sessions: practice of
lessons learned within the group increases the probability of the participants
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taking lessons learned outside of the group

<

Spend time observing individual participants’ behaviour in the small groups
to draw on individual needs that can be addressed through role play in other
sessions (without drawing attention to the participant)

<

Allow for extra time when planning material: revision and evaluation periods
are better than cramming in information, especially when the participant may
be preoccupied with the reality of losing his or her ride home

<

Make yourself available to direct the participants to resources in the
community

<

Be ready to meet the participants on an individual basis if needed

<

Remember that humour is an essential component in a learning environment

Note to Facilitators:
This manual contains a collection of “Theory Boxes” in each module. These
Theory Boxes contain the key points that participants should understand. There are
also sample scenarios and other information “Boxes” for your use as required.
Participants’ needs will vary. In some modules, one or two exercises may suffice,
while in other modules it may be necessary to complete all the exercises. Again, the
pace and choice are dependent on the consumers’ needs. Finally, you may want to
have various information “Boxes” copied onto overheads, put in large print and/or
on disc or tape so that group members do not feel any urgency to write everything
down. The handouts could serve as a useful tool for those with memory problems.
In addition, participants may want to review the material after the series has been
completed, which can be very self-affirming. Bearing this in mind, you may want
to provide each participant with a handy file folder, sheets of paper and dividers.
North Saskatchewan Independent Living Centre
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It is advisable to display pamphlets and booklets collected from various
resources in the community on crime prevention/disclosure and support for
persons who have experienced abuse on a table so that participants can peruse
them prior to or after each group. That way, participants can pick out any
information on areas they want to explore further. Persons who need to read up
information to confirm, for example, the definition of rape, can do so in the privacy
of their own home before choosing to disclose that information in this or any other
venue. A volunteer may want to assist persons with visual impairment choose items
that can be put on tape/copied into large print before the next group. Persons who
are unable to read should be invited to meet with the facilitator to discuss
community group options.

It is not advisable to change the order of the modules in Section Two. The early
modules on the home/residence and the environment strategically build on the
participants’ fund of knowledge and serve to build self confidence before opening
up discussions on areas that might be more sensitive for some of the participants.
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Facilitator’s Check List
The facilitator and his or her assistant must:

T

Ensure that housekeeping issues such as attendant care,
physical access, physical space, noise, lighting, room
temperature, sign language interpreters, tape recorders,
spare tapes, large print handouts, refreshments, and
access to washrooms have been attended to in advance of the first group

T

Draw on the unique contributions of each participant

T

Be aware of the energy level of participants at all times

T

Schedule breaks

T

Start out by dividing the large group into groups of two when working in
small groups to provide a safe place for participants who have difficulty
communicating verbally, either due to their disability or social unease

T

Use role play and small group work to enhance sessions

T

Spend time observing participants’ behaviour in the small groups to draw on
individual needs that can be addressed through role play in other sessions
(without drawing attention to the participant)

T

Allow for extra time when planning material: revision and evaluation of a
session are better than cramming in information at the end of a session,
especially when a participant may be preoccupied with losing a ride home

T

Be sensitive to participant responses to material and make yourself available
to direct participants to resources in the community

T

Be ready to meet with participants on an individual basis if needed

T

Remember that humour is an essential component in a learning environment
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Understanding Groups
Goals:

<

To get to know each other

<

To develop a set of Group Rules

<

To discuss participants needs and expectations

<

To understand how we learn from group experience

<

To learn how to accommodate one another

<

To become familiar with the Independent Living philosophy

Rationale:
This is a good time for the facilitator and volunteer/assistant to outline the contents
of each workshop and to get some feedback on what the participants’ concerns and
expectations are for the workshop. It is also important to become aware of the
learning approaches/needs of various participants in order to incorporate these
approaches into the sessions. For example, some participants will learn by writing
information down, but others may want handouts or tapes so that they can listen and
observe more in the session.

Tools:
Flipchart, markers, pens, paper, scissors, basket for pieces of paper.

Method
Warm Up:
North Saskatchewan Independent Living Centre
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Start the session off by inviting participants to share their name with the group and
a colour which best describes their personality. The facilitator and his or her
assistant may want to start. Try and encourage similarity as well as differences.

Examples:
I.

My name is Jim and I like the colour red. Jim might be a people person and
like taking risks.

II.

My name is Bev and I like the colour lavender. Bev might not like taking
risks. She may be the type of person that likes to keep everybody happy.

Exercise 1
Inform the participants that the group should develop some guidelines to meet the
needs of the participants. Overall, each participant will only get out of the
workshop what he or she is prepared to put into it. Ask each participant what he or
she values the most in a sharing environment. The facilitator will list these points
on the flipchart to construct a list of Group Rules. Refer to the Theory Box for
some rules the group may want to consider.
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Theory Box: Group Rules

i.

Confidentiality: What is said in the group stays in the
group;

ii.

Commitment: Do the participants want to sign a
contract or make a verbal agreement? Should they let
the group know a week in advance if they have to work
or go out of town? How will they catch up on what is
missed? If they want to drop out, should they discuss this with the rest of the
group before leaving?

iii.

Guests: Should participants bring in friends or family members because they
feel comfortable having someone they know with them? Should the
attendant be the same every group and should he or she be expected to
maintain confidentiality as well? Does the same rule apply to the sign
language interpreter?

iv.

Respect for each others’ feelings and ideas;

v.

There is no such thing as a stupid question or a stupid answer;

vi.

No verbal put-downs;

vii.

No interruptions when someone else is speaking;

viii. Equal time for all members;
ix.

Time of start and finish of the group;

x.

Breaks;

xi.

Smoking;

xii.

Any allergies, such as perfumes we need to be sensitive to.
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Consideration:
Some groups pass around a piece of paper to have participants list their name and
phone number for further contact. Any participant who wants to call another
participant in between sessions is then able to do so. Considering the focus of the
workshop, crime prevention, it is advisable to give permission to the group
members to approach each other with requests to call each other outside of the
sessions if and when they feel comfortable enough to do so. Some may want to
keep in contact once the workshop has ended. It is important to remind
participants that including their name and information is optional and this
represents a good example of consumer choice and control, and just because
someone asks for your name and number, you do not have to give it.

The facilitator should be sensitive to the type of disability and cognitive level of
each of the participants as the members divide into small groups. It is not
advisable to put everyone in the same group on every occasion. Participants need to
become sensitive to others’ needs and methods of communication.

Exercise 2
Hand out pieces of paper to the participants. Have each of them write down the
worst and the best thing that can happen to them if they attend this workshop until
its completion. Have them fold the paper and place it in the basket. The facilitator
can then pick out a piece of paper from the basket and read the information aloud to
the group. Acknowledge any fears the participants may have about being in the
group, but put more emphasis on problem solving. List the worst and the best
things that can happen on the flipchart. Ask for group feedback on how to
North Saskatchewan Independent Living Centre
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eliminate the worst that can happen. Remind participants of the IL philosophy, that
some group members may choose their degree of involvement in each scenario.

Example:

<

Can I [facilitator] have your permission to invite you to contribute to the
group?

<

Will you promise to tell me if something is uncomfortable for you to answer?

<

Can we avoid “you” messages or blaming phrases like “why did you do
that?” Discuss framing responses in the form of “I” messages such as “I feel
that under the same circumstances, I would act differently . . . ”

The facilitator should make him or her self available after each session or by
appointment in case a participant wants to discuss any confidential material that
may arise as a result of any part of any segment or module.

Exercise 3
Divide the participants into pairs. Be sensitive to the physical needs and gender of
some of the participants in doing this. Have each person introduce him or her self
to his or her partner and describe a hobby, an accomplishment, or a skill that he or
she possesses. After fifteen minutes, invite each person to introduce his or her
partner to the large group. The facilitator may want to circulate among the
small groups to make sure that each individual is able to recognize his or her
strengths, whether in the area of pets, people, crafts, or music.

Discussion
North Saskatchewan Independent Living Centre
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Questions to Consider:

<

What can we learn from being in a trusting environment?

<

What can we expect from the facilitators?

<

What can we expect from ourselves?

<

What barriers can we think of that exist in our everyday life that effect our
physical and psychological approach/attitude toward protecting ourselves?

<

What if I choose not to participate in an exercise that everybody else is
willing to participate in?

<

How can we be sensitive to others’ needs? Are there non verbal as well as
verbal ways of sharing information with each other that we have observed
during this exercise? What about body language or eye movement?

Tips to Facilitators:
In order to enhance the barriers section of the discussion questions, you may want
to point out that there are parallels between crime prevention through environmental
design (CPTED) and persons with disabilities.7 Designing or planning for crime
prevention (or for the criminal element– heightening the chances of succeeding in a
crime) is older than the incidence of crime itself. In the old westerns for example,
we can remember the cowboy riding horseback quickly turning behind a grove of
bushes to escape the posse in hot pursuit. During the 1970s, Oscar Newman
spurred a renewed interest in the relationship between design of the physical
environment and crime. Since then, the CPED principles have been widely
accepted and adopted by various police services across Canada.

7

Adapted from information obtained from Mark Iantkow, ILRC, Calgary.
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CPED is built on four key strategies:
I.

Territoriality: People define their own territory with fences, signs and
landscaping. A well-defined area is often respected by a certain community.
Persons with disabilities need to be aware of their circulation space: persons
who use a wheelchair or persons with visual impairment can be “trapped” by
being confined into a corner or a space.

II.

Natural Surveillance: Criminals do not want to be seen, so placement of
shrubs, sheds and other design features to provide a clear view by the owner
of the facility is important. When a person with a disability is dropped off by
a taxi or handibus, he or she should be able to view the pathway up to his or
her place of residence before the driver leaves the area; if doors are ajar or
widows broken, the person should not enter the residence.

III.

Activity Support: Encouraging legitimate public activity in public places can
help to protect citizens from crime. A basketball court or playground where
there are clear lines of view is one example. Placement of street furniture,
including pick up locations for disability transportation services, reduces the
risk of attack on persons with disabilities.

IV.

Access Control: Properly located entrances, exits, landscaping and lighting
can direct traffic through areas where natural surveillance can take place.
Such practices will help eliminate escape routes for criminals. Persons with
poor night vision can also be assisted with good general lighting.

These points will be repeated and expanded upon in various modules, but they may
need to be commented on at this stage.
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Evaluation:
Inform the group that they have been able to work together at sharing information,
prioritizing, and problem solving. Ask them how they feel about this? Recognize
that each member is unique and has some positive attributes going into the series.
Guarantee each member that the group is designed for them and will move at a pace
the group is comfortable with. End by pinning the final list of Group Rules to the
notice board or distribute a final copy to each member at the beginning of the next
session for future reference.

Lead in to next module:
Ask the participants to be particularly aware of their physical surroundings over the
next week: Have them note safety issues such as the effectiveness of outside
lighting around their place of residence, if doors are locked or unlocked during the
day, the places they choose to park their vehicles or wait for pick up by special
needs transportation, whether they call friends or family to inform them of their
anticipated arrival time when going over for coffee, if they check the written
identification of unfamiliar workmen/attendants/nurses who visit their place of
residence. Ask them to bring the list to the next session. They may also want to
record/remember/note a situation when they felt uncomfortable.

Examples:

<

“When I left the theatre on Monday evening, my handibus was late; I started
to worry.”

<

“When I dropped my keys, I had to ask a stranger to pick them up for me. I
felt uneasy.”
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These actions already make the participants more aware of their immediate
surroundings. If they begin to anticipate potential hazards around the home, they
are already acting in a pro-active manner against crime.
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Section Two
Module Two: Being SAFE
Key Considerations:
In a community, several stakeholders are involved in the fight against crime. It is
only when these stakeholders combine to create effective strategies to fight against
violence and crime that the community becomes a safer place for everyone. Very
often, persons with disabilities are viewed as easy targets to perpetrators of crime.
The person with a disability may be small and fragile, may walk with the aid of a
tripod or cane, may use a wheelchair or have limited vision. More importantly,
persons with disabilities may be viewed as psychologically weak in the sense that
they cannot defend or think for themselves. When members of society
discriminate8 against or stereotype9 a person with a disability, they contribute to the
dis-empowerment of the person with a disability. In a similar manner, we all have
our own misconceptions about issues that surround acts of violence and crime. For
example, some people believe that a young woman who wears a short skirt is
“asking” to be assaulted. Another person might think that if a person is out and
about the downtown area late at night, he or she is inviting someone to steal his or
8

Discrimination includes behavior that occurs when someone treats a person with a
disability in a way that he or she would not treat anyone else in society.
9

A stereotype involves a mental concept that is held by a group in regard to another
group or person. It includes attitudes or opinions about persons with disabilities that generalize
and incorporate uninformed judgements about persons with disabilities. For example, all
persons with disabilities are incapable of making their own decisions, earning a living or having
sexual relationships.
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her wallet. Finally, there are those who believe that the person with a disability is
not as valuable as an able-bodied person, or that they are better off dead. The
Latimer case is one such example. This situation not only exemplifies the reality of
the vulnerability of persons with significant disabilities, but also the need for peer
support for those who care for persons with disabilities. Many of these issues need
to be brought to the table and discussed in an open and honest manner.

As change begins with one person, so the person with a disability must take action,
or take the power back into his or her own hands so that, in the case of crime or acts
of violence, he or she is more alert to the protection of his or her property or
personal space.

Prevention is the most effective way to check crime. Prevention involves
education, of perpetrators, community agencies and services, as well as the potential
victims of crime. The least expensive measure we can take to protect ourselves
against crime is to incorporate certain habits into our daily routine that make us and
our families less vulnerable. In other words, we need to adopt a “security
conscious” lifestyle.

The best prevention is precaution
Remember . . .

T

Stay alert to your surroundings

T

Trust your instincts
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T

Leave a place or your surroundings if you feel in any way uncomfortable

T

Try to keep calm and think in a rational manner

T

Think SAFE

The Crime Prevention Process
In any potentially volatile situation, safety is of the utmost importance. For
convenience and easy recall, SAFE also stands for the four phases in the crime
prevention process:
I.

S – stands for the Situation in hand

II.

A – stands for your assessment of Available options

III.

F– stands for Fight or a method of action that wards off the perpetrator in the
given situation

IV.

E – stands for Evaluation of that action

SAFE allows the individual to make the choice that he or she is the most
comfortable with. For example what Jim, who has a hearing impairment, decides to
do when he senses he is being followed along a street late at night may not be what
Jonathan, another person with a hearing impairment (or a brain injury or cerebral
palsy), might do in the same situation. The goal, however, is to be as SAFE as
possible. So, if Jim decides to knock on the nearest door to ask for assistance, and
Jonathan decides to cross the street toward a more lighted area, both are acting in a
SAFE manner. More than anything else, both are responding to their instincts in
that they perceive there might be a problem if they do not protect their immediate
environment. The Situation in hand is the fact that someone might be following
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them. Available options for Jim are to:

<

Ignore his instincts and keep walking

<

Cross the street into a more lighted area and increase his pace toward home

<

Knock on the nearest door of a house where a light is on (suggesting that
someone might be home) to ask for assistance

<

Shout or blow a whistle to scare the follower off

<

Stop to ask the follower if there is a problem

<

Run down the next lane toward an open field -- the shortcut home

While several of the above choices work well against fighting off the possibility of
Jim being mugged, some do not. For example, crossing an open field might remove
Jim from likely supports. It certainly gives the perpetrator freedom to attack in a
secluded area. Fighting does not necessarily mean standing toe to toe with the
perpetrator or physically striking back. The Oxford English Dictionary also defines
fighting as “putting forth a deliberate effort” or “to oppose a passage of
development.” When Jim chooses to knock on the nearest door for assistance, he is
fighting off his perpetrator.

The final phase, evaluation, comes into play when Jim has knocked on the door
and the person inside is willing to assist him: Jim is safe. If, on the other hand, no
one comes to the door, Jim would have to reevaluate his available options and
choose another mode of action. Similarly, if Jim uses a wheelchair, he would have
to find a house that was accessible.
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Theory Box

Being SAFE: The Crime Prevention Process
Don’t forget!

I.

S . . . What is the Situation?

II.

A . . . What are your Available options

III.

F . . . Fight as method of action

IV.

E . . . Evaluate your actions

Remember . . .

T

Stay alert to your surroundings

T

Trust your instincts

T

Leave a place or your surroundings if you feel in any way uncomfortable

T

Try to keep calm and think in a rational manner

T

Think SAFE
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Goals:

<

To dispel some of our own misconceptions about crime and violence

<

To be able to recognize potentially volatile situations

<

To be able to understand the SAFE process

<

To be able to put SAFE into practice

<

To understand that we must learn to trust our own instincts

Rationale:
This is a good time for the facilitator and assistant/volunteer to open up a
discussion on what some of the myths and misconceptions are regarding various
aspects of crime and violence. Remember, some of these misconceptions may be
deeply entrenched in some of the participants’ minds. For example, “a person with
a disability will be easily overpowered, so what’s the point?” As noted earlier,
some of the participants may have experienced an assault. The best approach is to
observe the climate of the group (which can change from one moment to the next
depending on the subject matter/type of abuse in hand). It is important to make sure
that the words we choose to use regarding issues of crime and violence are proactive and empowering. For example, avoid the use of words and expressions like
“useless”, “pointless” or “you shouldn’t have done that.” Instead, try to focus on
words and phrases like “survivor”, “best possible action” or “he or she chose to
submit.” The person who submits to an assailant is a survivor and not a
failure. Submitting to rape does not mean giving consent.
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Tools:
Flipchart, pens, paper, file cards, poster paper to make a collage, scissors, glue,
selection of old magazines, empty wine bottle, beer caps, beer glass, lightbulb.

Method
Warm Up:
Distribute cuttings from magazines or agency pamphlets on different aspects of
violence and crime. Try to include samples like a couple dancing in a nightclub,
people chatting over a glass of wine, a beer advertisement, a courier making a
delivery to a home, a person walking his or her dog in a park, a person who hangs
his or her wallet across the back of a wheelchair, a provocative model, a welllighted porch or patio, even a selection of objects, such as a wine bottle, beer glass
or lightbulb. All serve to stimulate discussion around crime prevention strategies
such as checking identification, where to park in a parkade, unattended drinks at a
club or bar (that someone could slip the “rape drug” into), and street safety.
Remember to draw on some of the observations the participants were asked to
record and bring to the session. List relevant points under the headings of:

‘

Safe at Home

‘

Safe at Large

‘

Personal Safety

Any topic that the participants may bring up can
be expanded upon in more detail under that particular module as
the workshop progresses. To open up the discussion, hand one
of the participants the wine bottle or the lightbulb and ask if he or she can relate this
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object to crime prevention. Talk about lighting around a home/ residence, car park
or parkade. Do we leave lights on when we go out at night? What do we do with
our drink when we go to the washroom in a club? Make sure you take the
opportunity to dispel the myths about crime and violence as they arise.

Some Myths and Misconceptions bout Crime and Violence

<

Women who wear too much make up and short clothes are “asking” for it

<

Women are never raped by persons they know

<

Men don’t get sexually assaulted

<

Persons who stay in abusive relationships don’t mind being beaten

<

Alcohol is the cause of men or women being beaten

<

A person who doesn’t put up a good fight is a wimp

<

Men abuse but women just lose their temper

<

Persons with disabilities are not sexual, so it doesn’t matter if they are
sexually violated

Discussion
Questions for Consideration:

<

Does the way the woman in the magazine photo is dressed effect the way a
man might act toward her?

<

How many drinks is enough? Would you drink more at your sister’s
apartment than you would at a club? How come?

<

What if my gut says no but the person who wants to whisk my friend off to
another party is saying he will look after her? Am I overreacting?

<

This stranger is wearing a uniform, so why should I bother him for written
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identification?

<

Can I report a nurse who is abusing me?

What the group is working toward is anticipating potentially hazardous situations.
They are also opening up on some personal aspects of themselves, such as belief
systems, as in their perceptions about drinking and dating. The facilitator should
invite the opinions of different members of the group to encourage empathy and
problem solving. Draw the group together by making connections. You may want
to refer to some of the definitions of assault at the opening of this manual. Be
prepared for differences of opinion related to gender. There may never be
unanimous agreement, but aim for a healthy discussion without passing any
judgement. If participants can develop skills around identifying levels of risk and
making choices, their ability to make sound decisions in a crisis will be enhanced.

It is important to stress facts like:
I.

Alcohol is a facilitator of domestic abuse but not the cause. The fact that a
spouse or partner is drinking allows him or her to blame the assault on
alcohol rather than on his or her own behavior.

II.

Women or men stay in abusive relationships for many reasons. Sometimes
they want the relationship to work. They may believe the partner when he or
she says it will never happen again. They may have fear, shame, lack of self
confidence, no money and no place to go.

III.

No means no.

IV.

Having sex with someone who is physically or mentally incapable of giving
consent is rape.
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V.

No one is ever responsible for being raped, regardless of circumstances.

VI.

A person with a disability has the same rights as anyone else.

Exercise 1
Divide the participants into groups of five. Distribute poster board, scissors and
some glue and invite each group to create their own collage. They can cut words
out of a magazine, add their own sketches or use other magazine photos besides
those distributed earlier. As a theme, the group can focus on any aspect of crime
prevention or one of the headings on the flipchart. Circulate amongst the groups as
they prepare the collage to make sure that all the participants are involved in the
project in some way. Some may want to use larger, more tangible objects like
bottle caps or name tags and paste or staple these onto the board. Those with
dexterity problems may feel more comfortable in describing how the group put the
work of art together, so invite each small group to share the making of the finished
product with the large group. The aim is to encourage participation, never mind
how small the contribution. Ask permission to display the groups’ talents on the
walls.

Exercise 2
Divide the participants into groups of four or five. Copy one of the scenarios listed
below onto a file card and distribute one card to each group. Make sure each
participant has his or her own copy of the SAFE Process (See Theory Box) to
respond to the scenario. As soon as the participants have read the scenario invite
each member to share his or her initial reaction or gut response with the small
group. Ask a member of the small group to share the small group’s scenario and
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final response with the large group. Try to draw on an assortment of available
options, particularly in regard to various disability groups. Suggest things like, “it
may be safe for Joy to run, but what if this was George in his old manual
wheelchair?” While available options may vary for many reasons, it is important to
comment on participants who demonstrate the same gut responses to various
situations. Too many of us can intellectualize our way out of a situation,
particularly when our gut response is different.

Exercise 3
Divide the participants into groups of three and have one person role play the
friend, one the potential target, and the other person the possible perpetrator in the
following scenario. Make sure that the members of the group get a change to play
each role.

Situation:
Two friends are in a bar. Margie, who has epilepsy, thinks it is time they went
home, but the other friend, May, who has polio, wants to go off to another party
with someone she has just met. Margie has a gut feeling that the new man in May’s
life cannot be trusted, and May has had more than her share of alcohol for the
evening.

Discussion
Questions: for Consideration:
Should the potential target ask
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<

Where is the party?

<

What will be happening there?

<

Who will be there?

Should the friend

<

Remind the potential target that assailants do lie?

<

Point out that her gut response is to forget the party.

<

Leave the final decision to the potential target, even if the potential target has
obviously had too much to drink?

This example points to the issue of self-responsibility. May is over her limit in
alcohol consumption. She needs to assess her available options utilizing the SAFE
process.

Notes to Facilitators:
Be sensitive to issues that might arise as different aspects of violence and crime are
addressed by the group. Be ready to meet participants on an individual basis after
the group in case they need to disclose information or vent their feelings. Persons
who have experienced abuse may be at different stages of dealing with the abuse.
They may experience anger, depression, feel hopeless, have long-standing guilt,
have unanswered questions, or a combination of any of these factors. Some may
never have shared the experience with anyone before. Be ready to direct them
toward other resources in the community that can provide further assistance.

Evaluation:
Review the session and ask the participants what they have learnt about themselves
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and the choices we can make surrounding issues of crime prevention. Find out
some of the participants’ gut reactions to the situations they discussed in each
group. Suggest that we can be “talked out” of our gut reactions to situations by
others or even ourselves. What are the advantages and disadvantages to this type of
“talking” through?

Ask participants to pin the SAFE process handout onto a mirror or the frig and
memorize what the letters stand for over the next week. Make sure you have some
tapes of the SAFE process on hand for participants with visual impairment.
Remind participants that safety is of the utmost importance in assessing available
options in the crime prevention process. If you have access to a laminating
machine, make SAFE process magnets/braille magnets for participants.

Remember to . . .

Assure the participants that the choice we made yesterday might not be the same as
the choice we make today or even the choice we make tomorrow in the same
situation.

Lead in to Next Module:
Ask participants to re-examine their place of residence and immediate surroundings
in light of what they have learnt in the session. Ask them to put the SAFE process
into action and bring the results to the next session.
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Sample Scenarios on the Use of the SAFE Process
i

Jennifer who is visually impaired wants to mail a
birthday card to her mother. It is late at night, raining
and she is walking to the corner store to buy a stamp and
mail the card when someone stops to offer her a ride.
She doesn’t know the driver of the car.

i

Joy, a university student who lives in residence, has a brain injury. One
evening, she wants a break from her surroundings so walks to a coffee bar in
the Arts district. She reads a good book, enjoys the hustle and bustle of the
crowd and the espresso. It gets quite late and she heads for home. She
realizes she has quite a way to walk. She senses someone is following her.
The man is quickening his pace as they approach an open piece of land. He
is calling out, in a drunken state, that he needs some change for the bus. The
buses have stopped running. She has memory impairment so doesn’t know
the area well enough to know different routes home.

i

Jason, who has a hemiplegia, wants to go over to Ron’s house to play cards.
When he gets there, Jenna and Geoff drop by uninvited to visit Ron. They
want to increase the stakes in the card game and offer to go to the Automatic
Teller Machine (ATM) to withdraw some money for Jason. Jason knows it
would take him some time to walk to the ATM but doesn’t know them.

i

Julie is home alone when a strange man knocks at the door to ask if he can
use the phone.

Tips for the Facilitator
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Apply the principles used in the following Sample Response to the other
scenarios.
Sample Response using the SAFE Process

i

Jennifer

I.

S–The Situation in hand is that it is late at night and Jennifer decides to buy a
stamp and mail a card. In going out, she is faced with a stranger who offers
her a lift.

II.

A–Available options are to:

<

Listen to her gut which says she doesn’t know this person but mustn’t panic,
maybe keep her distance, say no in an assertive manner and keep walking

<

Get into the car even though she doesn’t know him

<

Lean toward the car and thank the person while talking about where exactly
she is headed and why

<

Stop, hesitate and say she feels uncomfortable because she doesn’t really
know the man

<

Ignore the invitation, panic and start running, stumbling with her cane

III.

F--Fight:

Jennifer chooses to listen to her gut which says she doesn’t know this person but
mustn’t panic. She keeps her distance, thanks the driver for his offer and walks on
in a brisk and confident manner. Jennifer is fighting against the possibility of a
dangerous situation developing.
IV.

E–Evaluation:

Upon reflection Jennifer thinks that, in future, she should get up early in the
morning and post cards/letters in daylight.
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Discussion
Questions for Consideration:

<

Can we train the guide dog to bark upon command?

<

If Jennifer were in an electric wheelchair, could she use the horn to summon
for help?

Anything that gets the participants to develop their own solutions reinforces the
IL philosophy and serves to empower the individual.

Remember . . .
There is no correct answer. The driver’s offer may be genuine. On the other hand,
Jennifer could lean forward and be pulled into the car. She could be assaulted.
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Section Two
Module Three: Safe at Home
Key Considerations:
The old adage that a man’s home is his castle or his sanctuary is a consoling one.
We don’t want to think about our homes, our personal belongings, or someone we
care about being violated in any way. We want our family to be safe. A lot of
burglaries can be prevented. Most are committed by opportunist thieves, and in two
burglaries out of ten the thief does not have to force his way in because a door or
window has been left open.

Burglars like easy opportunities. They don’t like locked
windows because breaking glass attracts attention. They
don’t like security deadbolts on doors because they cannot
open them even from the inside and have to get out through a window -- an
inconvenience when stealing our television sets! Again, the best prevention is
PRECAUTION. The simplest precautions prove the most valuable. A small initial
outlay will, in many cases, make our home or place of residence much more secure
and buy peace of mind in the bargain. Ideally, we should all have our property
engraved or marked for easy identification. The police service crime protection unit
lends out engraving supplies free of charge. At the very least we should have
photographs of valuable items like jewelry kept in a safe place.
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Be Alert Where You Live
T

Be sure the doors of your residence are locked when you are there alone or
when you are away.

T

Use peepholes that are of the correct height to check on persons at the door.

T

Make sure that windows/sliding patio doors are properly
secured before you go to bed or go out.

T

Never indicate to anyone that you are alone.

T

Never let strangers into your residence to use the phone.
Offer to make the call for them.

T

Use blinds or draperies for privacy. People could be watching you --even if
you cannot see them.

T

List your initials instead of your first name in the telephone book.

T

Keep a telephone by your bedside.

T

Make sure that you not only recharge the battery on your wheelchair before
you go to bed, but that you can also access a wheelchair should you need to
use it in a hurry.

T

If you come home to find a door or window open or signs of forced entry into
your home, don’t enter. Go to the nearest phone and call the police.

T

Never leave a spare key under a doormat, in a flowerpot or in the mail box.

T

Never leave the garage shed or door unlocked, especially if it connects to the
main house.

T

If you are busy in the back yard, keep the front door of your house locked.

T

Make sure the front of the house is easily visible to passers by. Trim large
shrubs around doorways and windows. Make sure porch lights are on.
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T

Cancel deliveries like newspapers when you are going to be away.

T

Ask a neighbor to make sure that flyers are not left in your mailbox, that
lawns are mowed or sidewalks kept free of snow if you are going to be away
for some time.

T

Use timers on indoor and outdoor lights to suggest that someone is home
when you go out or away on a trip.

T

If living in a residence/group home, make sure that the residents work
together on establishing boundaries for personal and communal spaces that
respect each member’s privacy and safety.

T

Consider installing motion detectors which alert you of activity and also light
your path when you come and go.
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Apartment Security Tips
T

A locked downstairs main entrance is not guaranteed protection against
intruders.

T

Never depend just on a chain lock to secure your apartment door. Make sure
the landlord installs a deadbolt.

T

Use the intercom system wisely. If you do not know
the people ringing from downstairs, do not buzz them
into the building.

T

Do not permit strangers to enter the building as you are
leaving. Make sure the main door has shut securely
behind you.

T

Avoid using the laundry room in the apartment complex late at night. Even
when the laundry room is across the hall from your apartment, be sure to lock
your apartment door when going to check if your clothes are dry. Limit the
amount of laundry you carry if you use a cane. Don’t make it easier for an
intruder to push you to the ground.

T

Don’t leave notes on your apartment door indicating to the building manager
of things to be fixed in your apartment if you are going out.

T

Observe the interior of the elevator as you are about to enter. If you do not
feel comfortable, do not get in with a stranger. Wait for the next one.

T

If you use a wheelchair make sure that you are comfortable with the space you
occupy when entering an elevator with a few people in it. Never push your
chair into a position where you face a corner.

T

If you are alone, have unexpected deliveries left with the landlord/landlady.

T

Don’t leave a note on your door to cancel an aide or homecare worker.
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T

Always check the identification of a new worker/aide.
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Telephone Harassment
For all the convenience that the telephone brings, many of us have experienced the
aggravation and upset of harassing phone calls. There is the simple nuisance caller
who wants us to have our carpets shampooed or give an opinion on a service. On a
more frightening level, some calls are obscene. The obscene caller is seeking an
emotional response and will discontinue his or her harassment if we avoid giving a
reaction of fear or anger. It is best to say nothing and put (not slam) the phone
down. Other callers want to talk us into a grand scheme that they assure us is
lucrative–an opportunity, they emphasize, we could never imagine! Finally there are
those who promise us a free gift if we simply provide them with our credit card
number for “proper identification.”

Remember . . .
We can only protect ourselves
and . . .
If your gut says this gift/offer is too good to be true, the chances are it is!
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Telephone Harassment
T

Never give out personal or financial information or credit card numbers
during unsolicited phone calls from people you do not know.

T

Never tell a caller you have a disability or are home
alone.

T

Don’t fall for con artists who claim you have won a
prize. Tell them to notify you by mail of your prize.

T

Some legitimate organizations and charities solicit funds
by phone. If you want to support the charity, ask them to
mail you additional details and a pledge card.

T

Hang up immediately on obscene callers or strangers who ask questions of
private matters of a personal nature. Put not slam the phone down because
any indication the caller receives that you are upset might result in him or her
calling back.

T

Allow your answering machine to screen your calls. Tell your friends and
relatives you will respond when you recognize their voice. Use call display if
available. The message you leave on your answering machine should not
reveal your identity; if you live alone or if you are out, the message should
state, “we are unavailable to take your call at this time, please leave a name
and number and we will return your call as soon as we can.”

T

Star 69 the call to trace the caller’s number to inform the police.

If harassing or obscene calls persist, don’t respond but make note of the date and
time of each call and the characteristics of the call. Include details such as
specific wording of call, voice, accent and background sounds. Call the police.
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Protecting Ourselves from Con Games
Every year unsuspecting persons are swindled out of their savings by con artists, or
convincing criminals who seek by various schemes to separate honest people from
their money. It is a myth to think that the con artist is only interested in rich, lonely
old ladies. We are all susceptible. Persons with disabilities often look to others to
help them pick up groceries or do their banking. When we look to others to help us
with issues surrounding money, we are all susceptible to financial abuse.

While approaches may vary, and the con artist may appear perfectly normal and
friendly, there inevitably comes a time when we will be asked to withdraw money
from our account or give out more cash than we anticipate for a service. We can be
approached by a con artist almost anywhere: at the bus stop, while out shopping in a
mall, at a meeting, at our home, or outside a bank. The newspapers and TV news
often inform us of con artist schemes that we need to be wary of in our
neighborhood. Just as we get the flavor of the week in ice cream, we also hear of the
scheme of the month for the con artist. Some of the less grander schemes are to
solicit money around tax time for a charitable organization. The con artist will
knock our door saying he is collecting to feed the downtown homeless, bring street
kids into a community sports center, any vague set of circumstances that seem viable
but unconnected to a reputable organization. We need, therefore, to check if the
collector standing in our doorway is legitimate by asking for photo ID, charitable
status ID, or a phone contact for the organization. If the person is legitimate, he or
she will gladly meet our requests.

Protecting our Credit and Bank Cards
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T

Sign all new credit cards immediately and destroy the old ones by cutting
them up with a scissors.

T

Never give out information about bank/credit cards to
strangers.

T

Select a Personal Identification Number (PIN) that
isn’t the same as your birthdate, address, name or
SIN. Use a number that is not on any other card you carry. If you lose
your wallet, these will be the first numbers a thief would try.

T

Don’t write your PIN number on a piece of paper in your wallet or carry
it in your purse.

T

Make sure that any defective or incorrect sales slips are destroyed in
your presence.

T

Make sure your card is returned after a transaction.

T

Carry your wallet in a fanny pack not strapped to the back of your
wheelchair. Chain keys to the side of your wheelchair.

T

If you lose your card, call the issuer immediately. They will reissue a
card.

T

If someone calls you to say he or she is a police or bank official and
reports your card has been found but needs you to verify your PIN
number before you can collect the card, don’t give the number. This con
artist will empty your account!
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Protecting Ourselves From Con Games
T

Try not to discuss your personal finances with strangers.

T

Remember to check that someone is legitimate before handing over money.

T

Never withdraw cash from your account as part of a plan
to assist a stranger in a scheme. Someone could
approach you in a bank saying he/she works undercover
for the bank, that you can assist him/her to catch a
“dishonest” teller if you withdraw a large amount of
money and give it to him/her to check on a fake receipt.
You will be told that he/she will return in minutes with
your money. Of course, you will never see the money
again.

T

Never believe promises or gifts that sound too good to be true.

T

Always report you have been victimized.

T

Tell your friends and neighbors about con schemes you may have heard or
been approached about.

T

Tell the police.
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Using the ATM

T

Avoid going to the ATM machine late at night.

T

Scout around to find an ATM that is in a mall or a well lighted, public area.

T

Try not to withdraw or deposit large sums of cash.

T

Be careful when using your PIN number; someone could stand behind you,
memorize the number, steal your card, and withdraw money from your
account.

T

Try to avoid giving out your PIN number to other people .
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How to Report a Crime

1. Dial 9-1-1. If you have a disability, tell the operator and the police officers what
your disability is.10
2. Try to keep calm.
3. Give your name and where you are: exact location.
4. Tell the operator what happened.
5. Listen to the response from the operator and follow instructions.

Call 9-1-1 to report:

<

A crime in progress

<

Violence or a threat of violence

<

A traffic accident involving injury

<

A fire

<

A medical emergency

<

If afraid or lost, stay on the line for instructions from the operator

10

Community supports must be well sensitized to various disabilities: a speech difficulty,
often classed as a “ten-twenty-one” by the police, is used by police to describe a person who is
“mentally incapacitated,” while a person who may have good mental abilities may simply have
difficulties with speech..
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Remember . . .
Always report a crime, even an attempted crime. Reporting crime helps the police
determine neighborhoods that need extra attention

Goals:

<

To become more informed about crime prevention strategies that we can
employ around our home

<

To know what to do when faced with a potentially hazardous situation

<

To trust our instincts

<

To know when/how to call the police

Rationale:
The facilitator needs to share the information in this module in a way that the
participants become instinctual11 in their actions around the home. Often, we can
become too complacent if we live in a nursing home, residence or apartment. In so
doing, we rely too much on someone else to safeguard our immediate environment.
In that mode, it isn’t surprising that we blame the landlord for letting the roving
artist or salesperson into our building to steal from or assault unsuspecting tenants.

Tools:
Flipchart, pens, paper, old ragged dressing gown, bold checkered jacket or tie, dark

11

Responding instinctually means behaving in a way that is spontaneous. For example, a
lioness will instinctually protect her offspring. The aim of this workshop is to have participants
trust their instincts or follow the largely inherent tendency to protect themselves.
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glasses, briefcase, pieces of paper, basket, VCR, TV.

Method
Warm up:
Inquire into the results of the participants’ re-evaluation of areas around their
apartment/place of residence. List the observations and responses on the flipchart
and expand to include the information boxes on homes, apartments, telephone
harassment and con games. Make sure you address safety issues as they apply to
living in a residence, an apartment, and a house. Persons with disabilities who have
their own room and share a common space in a residential facility likely belong to a
tenant’s organization where they can identify potentially unsafe situations and come
up with a consensus on how to deal with these situations.12 Remember to provide
positive feedback to those who have already begun to act in a SAFE manner. At the
same time, explore fears or obstacles that may be brought up in the discussion.
Many of us have an inherent fear of being faced with a burglar or a man holding a
gun. When four out of ten crime victimizations by strangers involved an armed
offender, it is vital we prepare ourselves to minimize our risk of injury. Allowing
participants to talk through this fear opens up a space for them to deal with situations
with more confidence in the future.

12

Depending on the needs of the participants, you may want to refer to the module on
“Assertiveness and Self-Advocacy” in Change is Inevitable, But Growth is Optional: A SelfAdvocacy Manual available through NSILC or CAILC. Having the courage to point out
possible flaws in an existing system is not an easy task.
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Discussion
Questions for Consideration:

<

Does someone know how to stop an intruder from lifting a sliding door off its
tracks to prevent a break in?
¤

Give a demonstration on where to insert a strong wooden dowel
into the channel of the door.

<

Where is the best place to install a smoke detector?
¤

<

Hallways and outside bedroom doors.

What do I do if I come home to find my apartment door ajar and the lock
broken?
¤

Don’t touch anything!

¤

Go to a neighbor’s house and call the police.

¤

Don’t go in to make an inspection, because the intruder might
still be inside.

¤

When you are allowed back into your home by the police, make a
list of objects missing and provide photos or ID numbers.

<

Do I need more than one obscene phone call to call the police?
¤

Generally speaking yes--unless the person threatens your life.

Exercise 1
Divide the participants into groups of three. Each group is going to role play a
situation in which they have to deter a con artist. One participant will play the con
artist, another the householder, while the third acts as observer, who is free to make
notes on how the householder could have responded differently. Persons with low
literacy or who are unable to write may want to think about ways of avoiding the
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incident rather than writing notes. Have each participant take a turn playing each
role. Playing the role of observer can ease the more nervous participant into
engaging with the group.

The facilitator and his or her assistant may want to demonstrate one scenario on how
NOT to act with a con artist. Of course, the con artist will don the bold jacket, a
slouch hat, dark glasses and a handlebar moustache! Mr. Lionel Uptonogood
meanders nonchalantly up the front path and knocks the door to be greeted by a
woman (or man) in a ragged dressing gown and hair curlers. Mr. Uptonogood wants
to take a large sum of the householder’s money as a down payment to paint the
exterior of her home, including her fence, garage door and windows. She invites
the con artist into her home, talks too much about her finances, admits she lives
alone and is about to take a holiday, and ends up giving him the deposit requested.
The con artist has no photo ID, is the “sole proprietor” of his business and has no
references: an empty briefcase. Mr. Uptonogood , however, promises faithfully “to
do an amazing job by the time she gets back from her trip!”

Invite the participants to make up their own con artist scenarios or use a selection
from the list provided. Copy them onto a piece of paper and fold them into the
basket. Have a member from each group pick out a scenario from the basket to
enact. Circulate amongst the groups providing feedback. Make sure the responses
are firm and brief. The aim is to deter the con artist rather than chat.

Sample Scenarios: The Con Artist
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i

Gordon has arthritis and has trouble keeping his yard tidy. The fence is in
need of repair and the deck needs replacing. Someone knocks on his door
saying he has observed the state of his property and can do the job for a great
price. First, however, he will need 3/4 of the money in cash as a down
payment to buy the materials.

i

Anne who has cerebral palsy is in a line up at a bank. She is approached by a
smartly dressed woman who informs her that she is working “under cover.”
She needs to catch a “dishonest” teller by setting up a sting operation in which
the teller is handing out false receipts. The woman wants Anne to make a
significant withdrawal and meet the agent outside the bank doors as soon as
possible. Rather than have Anne, who uses arm crutches, stand outside while
the agent confronts the teller with the proof, the woman promises to return
Anne the money in a coffee shop a block away.

i

The phone rings: “Congratulations! You are the lucky winner of a trip for two
to Bali.” Phil, who has AIDS, could certainly use a break. The man on the
phone is so friendly. Before he realizes, Phil is taken up
with the moment believing it to be his lucky day. There is
a slight problem. The caller needs to confirm that this is
indeed Phil on the line: “How about giving me your Visa
number to run through the system to confirm your identity?”

i

Margie who has polio does a lot for children’s charities. It is payday and she
is about to go out. A woman suddenly knocks the door to solicit a donation to
an abandoned-children’s fund she is starting up in the province.

Note to Facilitator:
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Using the SAFE process, apply the principles used in the following Sample Response
to the Con Artist Scenarios listed above.

Sample Response Using the SAFE Process

i

Gordon

I.

1. S-- The Situation in hand is that a strange man has knocked on Gordon’s
door to offer to fix and paint his fence and deck. He demands a cash deposit
up front to buy materials.

II.

A–Available options for Gordon are to:

<

Respond to his gut reaction, which suggests he should thank the man for his
interest, ask for his business card and some references from previous clients,
and promise to get back to him with a decision when he is ready to do some
work on the fence

<

Thank the man for his offer of assistance, get the cash and wait for the results

<

Ask the man if he has any references and invite him to draw up a contract

<

Tell him he is not interested

<

Agree to the proposition, but refuse to pay any money until the work is
completed

<

Invite the man in for coffee, tell him that his health is poor and that he has no
one to depend on since he lives alone, hoping the man will take this into
consideration when negotiating a fee

<

Ask the man to do half the work now and the rest when he has the money to
pay him

<

Pay the man the whole amount of money in cash up front, hoping he will start
immediately
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111. F–Fight: Gordon decides to respond to his gut reaction, which suggests he
should thank the man for his interest, ask for his business card and some references,
and promise to get back to him with a decision when he is ready.
IV. E–Evaluation: Gordon has acted in a safe manner. The decision is Gordon’s to
make.

Exercise 2
Show the video on “Crime Prevention and Persons with Disabilities” available from
the Coordinator/Liaison Officer, Persons with Disabilities Cultural Resource Unit,
Calgary Police Service (1-403-268-8399). This eight minute video aims to stimulate
discussion on home safety for persons with disabilities. After a brief discussion, test
whether the group can put lessons learned into practice. Divide the
participants into groups of three or four. Invite each small group to brainstorm one
of the three scenarios listed below and share responses with the large group. It may
be useful to give the same scenario to two groups to compare responses, certainly to
expand on factors the other group may have inadvertently missed. This exercise not
only calls on what the participants can remember about information given to date,
but also relies on instinct and spontaneity.

i

Jan who has a brain injury wants to move into an apartment. It has to be
located on the ground floor or on the basement level, because she has
difficulty climbing too many stairs with her walker. Invite the group to list
the precautions she needs to take to make the place safe before and after she
moves in.

i

Nait who is a quadriplegic is going off to a family reunion in Manitoba. List
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the things he has to do to safeguard his one bedroom bungalow before he
leaves.

i

Debbie who has a learning disability tells you

she has

been having trouble with phone calls.

Someone

keeps calling, breathing heavily on the line, swearing profusely and then
hanging up. What should she do?

Exercise 3
Using the How to Report a Crime Theory Box, walk the group through the
procedure for calling the police for assistance following a burglary. Divide the large
group into pairs and have each person role play the 9-1-1 call. Have one participant
play the operator and one the caller and then switch roles. Make sure taht each
participant is able to provide the information in a clear and concise manner.
Circulate to make sure that the operator requests that the caller not return to his or
her home until the police arrive. Be sure to make accommodations for the
participants who are hearing impaired.
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Examples of Concise Statements:

T

I want to report . . .

‘

a break and enter in progress at . . .

‘

that a break and enter has occurred at . . .

‘

that a car/van has been stolen from . . .

‘

that someone is breaking into a car/van at . . .

‘

that my wallet has just been stolen on the corner of . . .

Remember . . .
Stay on the line for instructions: Do not hang up!

Exercise 4
Distribute copies of Millie’s story. Ask the large group to explore the situation
using the SAFE process. List responses on the flipchart. Point out that the worker
had a responsibility to report her findings to the supervisor. However, the aim of
this exercise is to explore the available options open to Millie. It is important to
understand that fear can be a very real motivator in preventing us from acting in
ways that might be more amenable to an onlooker.
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Millie’s Story
Millie, who has a hemiplegia (weakness down one side) following a
stroke, is 61 years old and lives alone in a three-storey walk up in
Edmonton. Her only son lives in Vancouver. She is on a small pension
and receives homecare on a once weekly basis. She very rarely goes
out.
A new homecare worker calls in to give Millie a hand with cleaning and
personal hygiene. She notices that Millie’s bed linen is soiled, the
towels in the bathroom really dirty, and, worst of all, evidence of old
and new bruises on Millie’s arms and back. One sheet after another has
been placed on top of the soiled bed.
Millie informs the worker that Stan, who collects the rent for the
landlord, lives in the apartment below and does her laundry on a weekly
basis. He is moody and charges her so much that she has to be careful
how much dirty laundry she sends out. There is no laundry room in the
building. As the worker is packing to leave, Stan arrives to pick up the
rent and the laundry. A burly man, he tugs Millie to one side
whispering that her 40 dollars for last week as well as this week is due
in cash. Millie seems afraid, says she can only give what she can when
she has it. Stan leaves with the money and less than the equivalent of
one load of laundry.
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Note to Facilitator on Millie’s Story:
From the evidence provided in Millie’s story, it seems likely that Stan is extorting
money from her. She may be unaware of this. She has not yet volunteered any
information to the worker to indicate where the bruises have come from. For now,
she needs support and a way of sorting out her available options utilizing the SAFE
process.
I. S–The Situation in hand is that Millie needs her laundry done and some distance
put between her and Stan.
II. A–Available options open to Millie are to:

<

Respond to her gut which says she needs to talk to the worker about her
failing health and the need to increase support from Social Services

<

Ask the worker to help with the laundry on this one occasion

<

Fill out a series of rent cheques in advance and slip them under Stan’s door

<

Go to the nearest IL Centre or Senior Citizen Center to ask for some help in
finding a volunteer who could drop by weekly to help her with laundry

<

Leave things the way they are

<

Tell Stan she doesn’t need his assistance with laundry and wash her clothes by
hand in the sink/tub

<

Write to her son to inform him of her failing health

<

Move to another residence in a building with a laundry facility on each floor

111. F–Fight: Millie chose to leave things the way they are, mainly because she
didn’t know the worker and felt she could talk to her other worker if the situation
with her health deteriorated. She was afraid of losing her independence, even being
moved out of her own apartment into a residential setting.
IV. E–Evaluation. This scenario is based on a true story. The worker spoke with
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Millie’s regular worker who then invited Millie to go with her to a local Senior’s
Center. Away from her apartment and Stan, Millie was able to open up about her
fear of losing her independence, as well as the lack of resources to get some of her
basic needs met, including laundry and shopping for groceries. The worker was able
to promise Millie more help from Social Services without having to lose her home.
With this stress lifted, Millie began to leave her apartment more often to visit the
Senior’s Center on a more regular basis. Her health improved tremendously. Stan
had the rent in advance under his door and had no other reason to taunt Millie.

Evaluation:
Review the session and have the participants confirm how knowledge and
perceptions combine to create safe practice when it comes to crime prevention.
Ask the participants if they are beginning to trust their own judgement when it
comes to making decisions about home safety? Expand on how fear can prevent one
person from acting in a way that might seem pretty logical to someone else. It also
takes time for some people to have the courage to confront some of their fears.

Lead in to Next Module:
Ask the participants to be more astute of their environment over the next week.
Have them keep a record of their observations for one day, such as where they park
their car or van when they go to work or out for coffee, where and how they carry
their wallet, whether they walk/ride scooters or wheelchairs facing oncoming traffic
or not, whether they walk/ride close to the curb or the buildings on the street, and
when businesses in their local community shut for the night.
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Section Two
Module Four: Safe at Large

Key Considerations:
When we are out and about in the community at large, we often tend to blur out
our surroundings because we know them so well. How many of us drive the last few
blocks to our home without noticing our environment? Statistics suggest that most
motor vehicle accidents occur within eight blocks of our home. We need to be much
more alert to our general surroundings.

When we plan a holiday, we tend to anticipate some of the things we might need on
the trip. Have we packed the sun screen, the good pair of walking shoes, the extra
blankets in case the cabin gets cold at night, the spare oxygen tank for the person
with chronic lung disease, the tire repair kit? The list is endless. Of course, now we
have to add the safety tips outlined in this workshop!

We rarely plan the last-minute things we do. We put little thought into jumping into
the van/car late at night to go to the corner store for milk, even when the gas gage
says empty. We don’t think twice of popping out to mail a letter when it is very late
at night. We don’t think twice when we leave a meeting late to ride home in a
wheelchair that has a low battery. We must stop and think!
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Safe at Large

!

Avoid walking/riding alone late at night. If working late, make sure

you go to your parking stall with a co-worker.

!

Park/walk/ride in well-lighted area, away from alleys, bushes and

open fields or lots.

!

Keep your hands free of bags/belongings.

!

Walk/ride on the side of the street facing the traffic.

!

If a car appears to be following your van, turn down the next street

in the opposite direction. Never go straight home. Drive until you
find a place of business that is open or a police station.

!

Always make sure that if you are going somewhere, the person

knows when you are going to be arriving and check back when home.

!

Have your keys ready when you approach your vehicle.

!

Check inside the vehicle before entering.

!

Avoid isolated roads and shortcuts.

!

Make sure you have enough gas/power for your vehicle/chair.

!

Carry a cell phone. If you break down, phone for help. Don’t

leave your vehicle.

!

Keep car doors locked even when driving.

!

Walk/ride with an air of confidence.
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What if I am Confronted on the Street?
Some confrontations are unavoidable. Be willing to give up your valuables. A
purse, wallet or jewelry is not worth tugging over when facing someone who is
wielding a weapon. Carry only as much cash as you need. If confronted, try to stay
calm. An assailant will be less likely to attack if you appear controlled and selfconfident. When he or she senses panic in you, then his or her own panic will
escalate.
Try to note your assailant’s appearance without staring. Make a mental note of
rough age, skin color, age, height, accent, choice of words, type
of clothing, tatoos, birthmarks, vehicle type, color and plate
number, anything that can give the police a chance of
apprehending the suspect and preventing future crimes.

If you have a visual impairment, use your other senses, such as tactile senses,
olfactory senses (smell), facial or shadow vision, audible cues (maybe the
perpetrator has a unique way of breathing).

When it is safe, go to the nearest phone and dial 9-1-1 and follow the operator’s
instructions.

Remember . . .

Make sure you speak to someone. Contact the local Victim Services to arrange for a
representative to come out and visit you.
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Remembering What is Important13

The police officer arrived at Sarah (who has a visual impairment)’s home in
response to a 9-1-1 call about a theft of a purse.

Police Officer:
“Can you describe what the man who stole your purse looks like madame?”
Sarah:
“Oh, yes, for sure I can: He had the voice of Robert De Nero, the body of
Sylvester Stallone, wore a size eleven running shoe, and washed his hair in Gee your
Hair smells terrific this morning. Anything else?”

13

Recent changes in the Canada Evidence Act allows a witness may identify the accused
through any sensory means.
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Goals:

<

To become more informed about crime prevention strategies that we can
employ in the community at large

<

To know what to do when faced with a potentially hazardous situation

<

To trust our instincts

<

To know when to call the police

Rationale:
It is important for us to know how to reduce our vulnerability to crime. We can’t all
buy a dog, one of the most effective crime deterrents! When we are instinctually
aware of our behavior in various surroundings at all times, we are pro-active rather
than reactive.

Tools:
Flipchart, pens, paper, scissors, basket.

Method
Warm Up:
Using the information in the Information Boxes and the participants’ observations
over the past week, list on the flipchart ways in which we can become pro-active
against crime in the community. Make sure that the group is comfortable with
vehicle and street safety. Members of the group may have some experiences or
questions about incidents they have either been involved in or heard about.
Acknowledge the vulnerability of persons with disabilities when they enter an
environment that is unfamiliar to them. You may want to invite a member of the
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Police Crime Prevention unit to join the round table discussion. It will be beneficial
to both the group and the police service to address some of the problems that face
persons with disabilities in the community through this type of venue.

Exercise 1
Divide the participants into groups of four. Ask each group to apply the SAFE
process to situations they have already touched upon in the round table discussion or
pick a new one from the basket. A selection is included. Circulate amongst the
groups to ensure that the participants are now totally familiar with the SAFE process
and are beginning to respond instinctually to situations:
I.

There will be less hesitation and deliberation in tabulating responses.

II.

There will be more confidence in sharing ideas with the small group.

III.

The first few “available options” responses will be instinctual, safe and proactive.

After fifteen minutes, have the group share their scenarios and responses with the
large group. Provide positive feedback for all contributions. It is important to find
alternatives for persons with disabilities. If one is visually impaired, for example,
one could listen if there are several voices in the elevator car before entering.
Another option might be to enter only in the company of another person or attendant.

Remember . . .
We cannot control an assailant’s behavior--only our own
and . . .
We can choose to run today, slow down tomorrow and stop next month
Who’s Watching Our Wallet?
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Sample Scenarios for Protecting Ourselves at Large

i

Marika who has epilepsy is in a bus station waiting for her brother to pick her
up; she has travelled from Edmonton to Saskatoon to visit family. Tired and
with very little sleep, she is in the coffee shop when she is approached by a
man asking her if he can join her. He sits down. The bus is ten minutes early
so Marika has some time to spare. He wants to know where in the city she is
headed and if he can give her a lift. Twenty-five minutes later her brother has
still not arrived. With no money for a cab, what should she do?

i

Don who has a developmental disability is walking on the street late at night
when he is approached by a gang of teenagers who make fun of the way he
walks.

i

After attending a party Simone who has quadriplegia is riding home alongside
Brittany who also has quadriplegia. When they cross the street, Brittany’s
wheelchair stops on the road close to curb up onto the sidewalk. The battery
is completely dead. Simone cannot physically do anything to move Brittany’s
chair.

i

Donna and Denise, who has a mental disability, leave a party to catch the last
bus home. Less than half way to the bus stop, Denise complains that she is
too tired to take another step. Neither of the women knows the neighborhood.
Denise has had bronchitis and her breathing is a problem.

i

Gloria who has a visual impairment leaves the restaurant early because she
has to work in the morning. She can sense a man staring at her when the
elevator door up to her apartment opens.

i

Rebecca is leaving the office late at night to go to her van when the tire on her
wheelchair goes flat.
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Note to Facilitator:

Using the SAFE process, apply the principles used in the following Sample
Response to the scenarios listed above.

Sample Response using the SAFE Process
II

Marika

Marika is safer not to leave the bus station because there are people around.

I.

S–The Situation in hand is that Marika’s bus has arrived early and she is
having a coffee while waiting for her brother to arrive to pick her up. A
strange man sits down at the table to chat and offers her a ride home.

II.

A–Available options for Marika are to:

<

Thank the man for his generosity and accept the lift home

<

Respond to her gut which suggests that the man is being too pushy and leave
the table to wait for her lift elsewhere in the depot

<

Phone her brother or her family to inform them of her arrival and confirm the
plans to pick up her up

<

Order another coffee hoping her brother will show up soon

<

Ask the man to leave the table

<

Leave the depot and start walking in the direction of home

<

Call a cab hoping her family has the money to pay for it when she arrives

III.

F–Fight: Marika responds to her gut which suggests she leave the table,
making sure she is not followed by the man and not leave the depot
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IV.

E–Evaluation: Marika feels that, upon reflection, she should have phoned her
family to confirm the pick up arrangements when she got off the bus.

Discussion
Questions for Consideration:

<

If Donna leaves Denise alone, what could happen to Denise?

<

Would you advise Donna to go inside a stranger’s house to use the phone?

<

Would you advise Marika to start walking in the direction of her family’s
house?

<

Would you advise Simone to ride facing or not facing the approaching traffic
and why?

<

What if Rebecca is not physically able to fix her wheelchair?

Exercise 2
Distribute copies of Frank’s story to the participants. Invite the group to brainstorm
some of the available options open to Frank using the SAFE process. Discuss how
we tend to act impulsively when we are preoccupied or have lots of thinks to do. No
one is infallible.
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Frank’s Story
Frank who has multiple sclerosis is leaving on a business trip in
the morning. He has been busy putting the finishing
touches to a presentation he has to give when he is away,
doing some packing, and making up some slides on his
laptop. He suddenly remembers he forgot to withdraw
some money from his account to cover the cab to the
airport. He decides to pop out to the ATM at his bank few
blocks away.
His mind is totally preoccupied as he rides in his
wheelchair over to the bank. He vaguely notices another
man on the other side of the street who seems to be
walking in the same direction; he wonders why he is out so
late as well. When he comes out of the bank, the man is
now standing a short distance away from the door of the
bank waiting for him to come out. Frank has put his
money in a knapsack that is hanging across the back of his
wheelchair.
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Note to Faciliator :
Frank’s Story
Frank might want to take his wallet out of the bag hanging on the back of his chair.
If the man outside is intent on stealing his money, he should hand it over rather than
get into a scuffle or have his wheelchair pulled over. An assailant is less likely to
come into the bank because of the video cameras. Regardless, Frank must assume
an air of confidence and keep calm.

Applying the SAFE Process to Frank’s Story:
I.

S–The Situation in hand is that Frank needs to leave the bank to return home.
Someone is standing outside the bank, possibly with the intention of robbing
him of his money.

II.

A–Available options open to Frank are to:

<

Respond to his gut which suggests it is not safe for him to leave the bank

<

Deposit some of his money back into his account, keeping a few dollars,
hoping that, if confronted, he can hand it over without being accosted

<

Leave the bank and ride in the opposite direction to the stranger who has
followed him

<

Stay in the bank until someone else arrives

<

Use his cell phone to call someone to come to his assistance

<

Leave the bank and confront the stranger

<

Leave the bank yelling “help, help” at the top of his lungs

III.

F–Fight: Frank decides to stay in the bank and re deposit some of his money.

IV.

E–Evaluation: Frank decides that, upon reflection, any withdrawals should be
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made in daylight.

Exercise 3
Invite a person with a disability who has experienced some form of violence in the
community to speak to the group. Although it may not be comfortable to listen to
someone who has been beaten or robbed, it can be a way of having the group open
up, ask questions, even have their worst fears realized. When we hear about some
incidents of violence from a survivor’s perspective, we can begin to comprehend the
urgency of putting some of the strategies we have learnt into practice. When we
read about the incidents of violence or crime against persons with disabilities in a
newspaper, we tend to distance ourselves from the situation, even deny that it could
ever happen to us.

It is important to get the prospective of persons with various disabilities as well as
cover a cross section of types of crime. For example, a person with a visual
impairment can share his or her ways of sensing/approaching potentially volatile
situations in the community that can be of assistance to persons with other
disabilities besides visual impairment. At the same time, what works for one person
with a disability may not work for another person with the same disability. Ask the
speaker if they chose to scream or yell during the attack and which was the most
effective. Yelling is diaphragmatic and is more effective than screaming for help.
Yelling will elicit more of a response than a nervous scream. Yelling words like
“FIRE, FIRE” certainly attracts attention. If you cannot yell, blow a whistle or turn
your wheelchair in circles to attract attention. If you have to look down when you
walk, be attentive to noises in the immediate vicinity.
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Evaluation:
Summarize what the participants have been able to accomplish as a result of the
information provided in the last four modules. It is important to realize that persons
with disabilities have the right to feel safe in their community. The actions of the
participants are a beginning, a way of not only protecting themselves but also
informing the community at large of their rights to be free of victimization.

Lead in to next Module:
Ask the participants to make a list of forms of abuse that can affect our personal
space, such as neglect, sexual abuse and psychological abuse. Invite them to make a
list of forms of abuse that they feel are specific to persons with disabilities and to
include which of these examples they believe to be criminal acts.
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Section Two
Module Five: Being Aware
Key Considerations:
This module begins to focus on the body, our private space. When our body is
violated, the effects are devastating. Physical scars can heal, but the emotional scars
never go away. Persons with disabilities often seem “different” to persons without
disabilities. Differences, such as the use of a wheelchair or a cane or difficulty
understanding directions, evoke a rare form of emotions, from misunderstanding and
apprehension, to feelings of superiority and hatred. Feelings of superiority are
demonstrated when a person with a disability is undervalued. For example, when
Paul Devereaux, a 24 year old Canadian with a developmental disability was
tortured and beaten to death by four young men, in explaining the light sentence
given to those who tortured and killed Paul, the judge explained that the assaults
were not “serious.” Likewise, ensuing anti-disability bias takes many forms. Such
biases often result in discriminatory actions in employment, housing, and public
accommodations. Most unfortunately, disability bias may also manifest itself in the
form of violence. It is imperative that we send out a message to our community that
these expressions of hatred are unacceptable in our society.
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Forms of Abuse14
Abuse takes the form of acts of neglect and/or violence within a relationship of trust
between two persons. This relationship is power-based: one person is dominant and
the other person is dominated. The aim is to control the other person.

Abuse takes the form of:
I.

Neglect or omitting to carry out an essential act, thus causing hurt or harm to
the other person. For example, when Stan visits his mother (who has
Diabetes) in a nursing home, he notices that her legs and heels are ulcerated
and oozing, her body unkempt and her bed soiled. His mother’s personal care
is being neglected.

II.

Physical Violence includes acts of aggression, brutality, sexual assault, sexual
harassment, and use for pornographic purposes. We are being physically
violated when we sustain a physical injury related to slapping, biting, pushing,
striking or shoving. For example, when Rick (who has a hemiplegia) needs
help with bathing, Doris, his wife, who is working full time, gets frustrated
that Rick can’t move quick enough. When helping Rick out of the tub, she
slaps him and tugs his arms into his wet clothing leaving bruises on his body.
Rick is being physically abused.

III.

Psychological Violence includes verbal and psychological abuse.
Psychological abuse affects the mind and cognitive functioning, while
emotional abuse is a form of psychological abuse that produces an emotional
response. For example, Jim has an emotional impact on Judy by making her
cry every time he calls her “useless” and a “good-for-nothing wife.” Over the
14

Adapted from Seniors with Disabilities: Abuse Prevention Model (CAILC 1995)
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years, this has affected Judy’s psychological well-being in that she now lacks
self-esteem and self-worth.
IV.

Material and Financial Abuse/Exploitation includes the use of another
person’s money, property or securities without the person’s consent, including
theft, fraud, or misappropriation of the other person’s funds. For example,
Jim insists on taking care of his mother’s finances. He demands she make out
a series of blank cheques in his name, which he later fills in with amounts that
far exceed his mother’s expenses.

V.

Violation of Human Rights is not respecting an individual’s rights and
freedom. Every person with a disability is entitled to the same autonomy and
freedoms as a person who does not have a disability, regardless of race,
economic status or gender. For example, Kevin, who is quadriplegic, has the
right to choose where and with whom he lives.

VI.

Social Abuse is behavior which demonstrates social indifference or social
rejection. For example, Katlin, who owns a restaurant, refuses to hire a person
with a disability because she feels he or she will be incompetent. Katlin is
stereotyping all persons with disabilities as unsatisfactory workers.

VII. Spiritual Abuse means that a person’s spiritual beliefs are made fun of or
attacked, or that she or he is not allowed to attend their church, synagogue or
temple of choice.

Physical abuse, sexual abuse and threats of violence are all illegal under the terms
of the Canadian Criminal Code
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Being Believed
One of the most difficult issues to deal with around abuse, especially for women, is
being believed. Not being believed is a systemic barrier, one that stifles the voices
of those who are being abused and prevents them from not only speaking out, but
also being heard when they do say something. Oftentimes, the person who has been
abused:

<

Is afraid of further retaliation if he or she reports the abuse

<

Is afraid to report his or her only caregiver for fear of losing his or her daily
supports

<

Believes the perpetrator when he or she says it was not the perpetrator’s fault,
that the victim caused the perpetrator to lose his or her temper

<

Cannot recognize he or she is in an abusive situation

<

Has no place to go

<

Has no knowledge of accessible safe houses or shelters

<

Has no money

<

Lacks self-worth

<

Fears that his or her sexuality (if gay or lesbian) will become public
knowledge

<

Fears that he or she (if gay or lesbian) will reinforce the homophobia of the
“straight” culture

Institutional Abuse
Acts of violence against persons with disabilities frequently take the form of
institutional abuse. Because the person with a disability may be unable to flee or
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communicate easily, he or she may be perceived as an ideal target. Unfortunately,
persons with disabilities have been socialized to be passive recipients of a service,
particularly personal care, so this may, again, increase their risk of abuse. According
to Dick Sobsey, the author of Violence and Abuse in the Lives of People with
Disabilities, in the closed world of institutions, abuse is hard to detect and even
harder to prosecute. Nearly half the sexual assaults against persons with disabilities
are done by aides, volunteers, and others met through the system in charge of their
care.

Examples:

i

There is the case of Kim from Edmonton who was repeatedly beaten by aides
in a group home until she ran away. When she finally went to the police after
being struck over the head by a chair, the officers returned her to the home,
accusing her of misinterpreting the facts. Even though she had numerous
bruises on her body to support her claims, Kim, who has a brain injury and
memory impairment, was not believed. Kim was persistent and social
services finally allowed Kim a “trial period” in her own apartment. Today, six
years later, Kim continues to live independently.

i

John, who is a schizophrenic, also from Edmonton, informed his nurse at a
long-term psychiatric care facility that a particular male nurse had been
sexually assaulting him on a regular basis while the nurse was on night duty.
John was afraid to say anything in case he wouldn’t be believed, worse still
given more medication for seeming delusional. The male nurse was warned
but not suspended.
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i

Debra Gioello, a 40 year old resident of a private New York nursing home,
died of AIDS on Christmas Eve. The man who infected her has never been
identified.

i

In Rochester, NY, a woman in a coma for ten years became pregnant after she
was raped at a long-term care facility.

i

Katey-Lynn Baker was a child with a developmental disability who was
starved to death. Her death was ruled a homicide but no one has been charged
with the crime.

i

Charles-Antoine Blais was a six year old child with autism. He was forcibly
held under water and drowned. His mother, who committed the crime, was
sentenced to 23 months in a half-way house.

Domestic Abuse
Definition:
Domestic abuse is a learned pattern of behaviors used by one person in a relationship
to control the other person. The partners may be married or not married, gay or
lesbian, living together, separated or dating. The abuse can escalate to violence and
include physical assault (hitting, pushing, shoving etc.), sexual abuse (unwanted,
forced sexual activity), and stalking.

Anyone can be a victim of domestic abuse, whether young, old, rich, poor, Black,
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White, Hispanic, Asian, Native American, employed or unemployed, with or without
a disability. There is no typical profile, but females are particularly at risk. We
should never dismiss the fact that violence can and often does escalate. The person
who states, “Oh, Jim/Jane has never hit me hard enough to break any bones and has
promised to stop” is deluding her/himself.
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Examples of Abuse of Persons in Institutional Care or Group Homes

T

Threatening to withhold medication

T

Threatening to withhold food

T

Threatening to withhold personal care

T

Removing a wheelchair ramp or wheelchair

T

Removing the TDD or hearing aids

T

Removing eye glasses or canes

T

Refusing to assist in transfer

T

Bathing a person in water that is too hot or too cold

T

Improper use of restraints

T

Isolation

T

Demanding money

T

Hitting, grabbing, choking, burning, slapping or pushing

T

Forcing sexual acts

T

Name calling and put-downs

T

Causing physical injury by holding or squeezing parts of the body

T

Sexual abuse of a person with a disability might include forced sterilization
while institutionalized, forced abortion or neglect to provide sexual education

Remember . . .
Caregivers abuse to control not because they are frustrated with taking care of the
person with a disability
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Examples of Domestic Abuse15
Domestic abuse is a learned pattern of behaviors used by one person in a relationship
to control the other person. The partners may be married or not married, gay or
lesbian, living together, separated or dating.

Domestic abuse includes but is not limited to:

T

Verbal abuse through name calling or put-downs

T

Emotional abuse results in the partner reacting in an emotional way to the
verbal abuse as in crying or increased anxiety

T

Psychological abuse includes attempts to break down the partner’s self esteem
and self confidence

T

Isolation from family or friends

T

Material or financial exploitation, such as refusing to give the partner any
money

T

Actual or threatened physical harm

T

Sexual abuse

T

Stalking

If you are in an abusive situation,
REMEMBER . . .

15

‘

You are not alone

‘

You are not to blame

‘

You can get help

Adapted from Domestic Violence Handbook: <http://www.domesticviolence.org>
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The Violence Wheel16

16

Adapted from Domestic Violence Handbook
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The Violence Wheel
The Violence Wheel illustrates the kinds of behavior the abuser uses to get and keep
control over a partner in a domestic relationship. Physical abuse is only one part of
the whole series of behaviors. Each spoke in the wheel represents a tactic used to
gain control or power, which is the hub of the wheel. The rim which surrounds and
supports the spokes is physical abuse. It holds the system together and gives the
abuser his or her strength. Like all wheels that go around, abuse will occur again and
again. Once one episode of abuse is over, the abuser will usually promise never to
repeat the incident again. A “honeymoon” phase of “hearts and roses” will follow in
an attempt to reconcile with the abused partner. Sadly, tension will ensue and
another violent explosion will take place so that the cycle repeats itself.

What to do in Situations of Domestic Abuse:

T

Recognize you are being abused

T

Tell somebody

T

Develop a contingency plan

If you are being physically abused and choose to leave:

T

Call the police

T

When the police come, be specific about where you have been hit

T

Show or point to the injuries and give a statement

T

If the abuser is not removed from the home, make sure someone comes to stay
with you or go to a shelter

T

Get a restraining order
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Increasing Risk Factors17
Violence which is escalating, increasing in severity, indiscriminate, and where
access to weapons is increasingly dangerous, is never to be ignored. Risk can
change quickly, so persons need to make a contingency plan.
Examples of Increasing Risk Factors:

T

Has the abuse increased in frequency and severity over the last twelve
months?

T

Have you sought medical attention because of your injuries?

T

Have you tried to leave and were you stalked or harassed?

T

Has your partner or caregiver ever threatened to kill you?

T

Do you believe your partner or caregiver is capable of harming you?

T

Does your partner or caregiver have access to weapons?

T

Has your partner or caregiver ever destroyed your personal belongings or
property?

T

Have the police been called to your home because of the violence?

T

Is your partner or caregiver abusive to others outside of the home/your
residence

T

Has the partner or caregiver ever threatened or tried to harm your children,
family members or pets?

T

Has your partner or caregiver ever violated a court order to stay away from
you?

T

Has your partner isolated you from family and friends?

T

Has your partner ever said, “If I can’t have you, then no one will”?

T

Have you told your partner you intend to leave?
17

Adapted from information provided by the ILRC, Calgary
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The Reality: Consequences of Physical Assault on Women with Disabilities18
An assault on a person with a disability can trigger severe physical reactions. For
example, a person with epilepsy may experience a seizure; a person with speech
impairment may develop even more unclear speech; a person with diabetes may go
into insulin shock, and a person with difficulty walking may have even more spasms
than normal. As a result, fleeing from an assailant can be a very difficult task for a
person with a disability. Even the physical means of escape, such as accessible
transportation or an accessible shelter can be a major problem. Facilities with ramps
or access to TDD or attendant care are not an option for many persons with
disabilities. A very real fear for a person with quadriplegia is referral to an
institution or a hospital. Women with a history of mental illness may fear being
believed, and women with disabilities who have children may fear losing custody of
their children, because the authorities may doubt their ability to care for the children
alone. It becomes imperative, therefore, that persons with disabilities who recognize
that they are in an abusive situation and choose to remain in that situation (whether
for a few weeks or even longer), develop a contingency plan to guarantee their safety
if and when they decide to leave.

Contingency Plan:

T

Tell somebody

T

Put police, family, crisis line or friends’ phone numbers in a place where you
know you can reach them in an emergency

18

Parts of this section were taken from information that originated with the Niagara IL
Centre and the DisAbled Women’s Network.
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T

Leave some clothes at a neighbor’s house in case you (and children) have to
flee in the middle of the night

T

Open a bank account in your name and begin to put small amounts of money
away ready for when you leave

T

Check which shelters are accessible

T

Put your ID, passport, children’s passports and legal documents in a safety
deposit box in the bank in your name

T

Make sure that your neighbor is aware of the abuse and can keep an eye on
your home to check on your safety

Remember . . .
We all have the right to have our own values and beliefs respected

Women and men with disabilities are beginning to speak out against violence and
are making it an important agenda item. Slowly, things are changing. New
legislation allows the police, with enough evidence, to detain the perpetrator without
the consent of the person who has been assaulted. The gay and lesbian communities
are speaking out against the violation of their human rights. Individualized funding
attempts to put the control of attendant care in the hands of the consumer. Finally,
men who have experienced abuse are also speaking out. Unfortunately, many still
feel that they would be perceived as “less of a man” if they were to acknowledge
they had been physically or sexually abused, especially by a woman.
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Goals:

<

To be able to recognize different forms of abuse

<

To understand the systemic barriers that face persons with disabilities who
have been abused

<

To recognize that abuse is a crime

Rationale:
Having someone else respect us begins with respecting ourselves. Recognizing that
we are being abused is the first step toward stopping the abuse. In so doing, we

i

Begin to value ourselves

i

Say NO to abuse

i

Send out a message of zero tolerance of abuse to the community

i

Influence societal attitudes about violence toward persons with disabilities

Tools:
Flipchart, pens, paper, basket, file cards, VCR, TV.

Method
Warm up:
Distribute copies of the Forms of Abuse Theory Box to each participant. Open up the
discussion by revising some of the forms of abuse covered in earlier modules, such as
con artists and financial abuse. List forms of abuse on the flipchart as they arise and
make sure that the participants are familiar with various terms and definitions,
including words like “psychological abuse” and “emotional abuse.” Remember to
include examples from the list brought in by the participants. Be sensitive to the fact
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that the participants may have experienced many of the forms of abuse outlined.
Make reference to the definition of domestic abuse and the Violence Wheel as
required.

Discussion
Questions for Consideration:

i

Are there any types of abuse that are specific to persons with disabilities?

‘

Removing ramps

‘

Hiding eye glasses, or the TDD

‘

Breaking or removing canes

‘

Preventing access to wheelchairs

‘

Bathing someone with a quadriplegia/hemiplegia in water
that is too hot or too cold

<

‘

Forced sterilization

‘

Neglect with toileting

‘

Neglect with feeding

‘

Withholding any prescribed medication

‘

Over medicating

What can we do if we recognize that someone is being abused but he or she is
unaware of this?

<

What if a person is aware of the abuse and chooses to do nothing about it?

<

If I remove a ramp preventing you from leaving the house, is this a crime?

<

How can we begin to value ourselves?19

19

Depending on participants’ needs, consider adding aspects of some of the modules on
self esteem in Growth is Inevitable but Change is Optional available through CAILC or NSILC
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Exercise 1:
Divide the participants into groups of four or five. Copy some of the Sample
Scenarios on Forms of Abuse onto file cards and distribute one card to each small
group. Invite each group to identify the form of abuse and work out a response to the
situation using the SAFE process. Circulate amongst the participants to check on
progress. Invite one person from each group to share the scenario and group
response with the large group. End each scenario on an empowering note.
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Sample Scenarios for Forms of Abuse

i

Sheila is over visiting Don who has diabetes. He complains about how cold
his feet are, but he refuses to turn up the heating because his son has left him
strict instructions not to touch the thermostat because that could be dangerous.
He has been told to keep walking around to keep warm.

i

Daphne who has a developmental disability lives in a group home. Her aide
insists she not hang any family photos on the wall behind her bed, because the
nails will make a mess on the wall. She tells Daphne that her “family care less
about her anyway, since they never visit.” Daphne cries herself to sleep.

i

Dave who has quadriplegia has second degree burns as well as scars from old
burns on his lower body. When his daughter asks where the marks came from,
he insists that he can’t seem to tolerate his bath water very hot anymore.

i

Glen insists that his wife, Megan who has manic depressive illness not get a
job even though she wants to work. He calls her at home fifteen times a day,
insists she be home to wait for his calls, and goes with her everywhere. He
buys her clothes and tells her what to wear. He gets jealous and rude if her
friends visit. Megan thinks his behavior shows he cares.

i

Margo who has epilepsy is restless at night so her daughter gives her an extra
sleeping pill to make sure she doesn’t wonder about the house and fall down in
the dark.

i

The couple on the next table are talking about a young woman with a disability
who was unknowingly infected with HIV by her boyfriend. Jen hears them
say, “she’s only a disabled Native on welfare anyway.”

i

Jeannie who has arthritis is taken by ambulance to the emergency room with a
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broken nose. Colin, her husband, holds her hand in the waiting room. He tells
Connie that her nagging drove him to hit her. If she stops nagging, he
promises to never raise a hand to her again.

i

Gail who has a hearing impairment tells her friend in school that her father has
been pushing and shoving her around because her grades are poor. Her friend
notices bruises on Gail’s arms.

i

Kyle’s daughter insists that her father move into a nursing home because she
has no time to do his grocery shopping and cleaning anymore. Kyle agrees he
may be older and a bit more forgetful but wants to stay in his apartment.
Meanwhile, his daughter puts an ad in the paper to sell his furniture.

i

Connie who has a brain injury has a trustee that looks after her finances. Her
brother Derek insists she give him 50 dollars from the money available to her
every month. He wants to make sure that he can buy her “little luxuries” when
she needs them. She has been giving him the cash for six months with nothing
to show for it.

i

Dylan who is seventy years old is recovering from a stroke. He wants to go
out to the store or meet some friends at the legion. His nephew tells him he is
an “old loser” and should stay in his room. Dylan doesn’t want to upset his
nephew who is kind enough to let him stay at his home rent-free, but he really
misses the company of others.
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Note to Facilitator:
Using the Sample Response on Forms of Abuse and the SAFE Process scenario
below as a guide, work with the participants to identify the forms of abuse and
possible outcomes for the remaining scenarios listed above.

Sample Response: Don
Form of Abuse: Don is being physically neglected. As a diabetic, his health is being
jeopardized.
Possible Outcomes Using the SAFE Process
I. S–the Situation in hand is that Don is experiencing cold extremities because the
heating in his house is too low.
II. A–Available options open to Don are to

<

Put on an extra sweater and pair of socks

<

Leave things the way they are

<

Respond to his gut which says he should turn the heating up himself once he
gets someone in to check the thermostat

<

Ask his son to show him how to work the thermostat

<

Ignore his son and turn up the thermostat whenever he wants

<

Ask the visitor to turn up the thermostat

<

Move

III. F-Fight- Don asks his son to show him how to work the thermostat, which he
adjusts to keep his body comfortably warm.
IV. E–Evaluation–Don is glad he made that choice because his circulation improves.
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Exercise 2
Arrange to view the video “Double Jeopardy.”20 This is a short (26 minutes) video
that describes the stories of women with disabilities as they talk about abuse and the
barriers they face. Once the video is over, open up a discussion on some of the
barriers the participants might have experienced in dealing with various
agencies/services. Point out how these barriers prevent us from speaking out against
issues of violence in our homes and our community. Again, be sensitive to the
information released by the participants. Work toward options and resolutions rather
than name calling and blaming.

Discussion
Questions for Consideration:

<

How can we break the wall of silence surrounding abuse?

<

What if I choose to remain in an abusive situation because I am afraid to leave?

<

What can I do to influence the system?

<

How can the system be changed to begin to meet the needs of a person with
a disability?

‘

Accessibility issues need to be addressed

‘

Establish collaborative efforts to educate the public and
agencies/services

<

Is individual abuse a part of a social condition related to lack of education or
poverty, or both?

20

Contact CAILC for this resource
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Breaking the Wall of Silence: Stopping the Abuse
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Exercise 3
Hand out copies of Annette’s Story to participants. Read the story aloud to the large
group and make a list on the flipchart. of available options open to Annette to deal
with her family situation utilizing the SAFE process Stress the fact that many
persons with disabilities are overprotected by family members to the extent that
“protection” becomes a method of “imprisonment” and isolation. Discuss pro-active
ways of approaching this dilemma. You may want to role play some assertive
behavior between Annette and her parents.

Exercise 4
Set up a round table discussion. Invite a representative from the Family Support
Center’s Domestic Abuse Outreach Program and someone from the community with
a disability who has lived through an abusive relationship but has moved beyond the
abuse into a happier life. The goal of the forum is to exchange knowledge and ideas
that will benefit all parties present. For participants, it is important to know how
someone moves beyond an abusive relationship, as well as what legal steps can be
taken to protect the person who has been abused once she or he has left. At the same
time, the service providers need to know how to meet some of the needs of the person
with a disability. Over the course of the discussion, list on the flipchart the rights of a
person in a relationship:

<

To not be abused

<

To change an abusive situation

<

To have freedom from fear and abuse

<

To request and receive help from police, doctors and other agencies
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<

To share her or his feelings with others

<

To not be isolated from others

<

To have her or his own values and beliefs respected

<

To be happy

<

To be able to make his or her own choices

Perpetrators of abuse play mind games with their partners to maintain control of the
relationship. Soon, the partner begins to feel worthless and lacking in self esteem.
As a result, the person maintains a silence that, in turn, perpetuates the abuse. We
can only move beyond an abusive relationship when we are ready to make that
choice. First, we need to value ourselves and know that we are not alone. There are
community/agency groups that offer the support we need. Depending on the needs of
the group, the facilitator may want to review ways that we can value ourselves.21

Evaluation:
Summarize by taking the participants back to the title of this module: being aware.
We all take a part in preventing abuse, a crime that must not be tolerated.

Lead in to next module:
Inform participants that sexual abuse touches the lives of every person in the
community in some way. Sexual abuse is a crime of violence, power and aggression
for which the perpetrator alone is responsible. Ask them to think of any question
they want answered about sexual abuse/harassment and bring it to the next session.

21

See Change is Inevitable, but Growth is Optional for exercises on building self-esteem.
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Annette’s Story22
Annette, who has a developmental disability, was sexually assaulted in her own home
by her brother-in law. Before the assault, Annette had the “picture perfect life.” She
worked in a small factory in an area of town that included many of her friends. She
loved her job, which made her feel good about herself and valued by the community.
She rode the transit alone to work every day and spent time socializing with her
friends.

After the assault, Annette’s parents decided to move away from the old
neighborhood. They were angry and impulsively decided to move Annette with them
to protect her from further abuse. Annette became a “victim” who was no longer
independent. She became “vulnerable” to further attacks; she was kept at home,
watched at all times, even driven to and from work at a nearby shelter, a place chosen
for Annette because of its convenient location, but it was a job Annette disliked
intensely. How can Annette make her family understand that she

<

Was not sexually assaulted on the transit system

<

Was not sexually assaulted at her last place of employment

<

Was not sexually assaulted in her old neighborhood

<

Is a prisoner in her own home

<

Is isolated from her peer support system

<

Is capable of thinking for herself and making her own choices

22

Adapted from a story provided by Ms. Odette Dantzer Skoglund, Developmental
Disability Resource Center, Calgary.
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“Well: I’m packed and leaving!”
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Section Two
Module Six: Personal Safety
Key Considerations:
This is an arduous module, one in which sensitivity is of the utmost importance.
Sexual abuse touches the lives of every person in the community in some way. It is a
crime of violence, power and aggression for which the perpetrator alone is
responsible. Most female participants feel uncomfortable disclosing information of a
personal nature, particularly sexual assault, with a male facilitator. Similarly, some
of the male participants may feel uncomfortable sharing incidents of sexual assault in
the presence of female participants. It might be useful to remind the participants of
the group rules, particularly those surrounding issues of confidentiality and choices.
By now, the group should be cohesive and feel relatively safe. However, the
facilitator needs to be aware of the mood of the group at all times. There will be
times when silence is acceptable. We all need the space to feel the support of those
that care enough to just listen. It is important to stress that the aim of this module
is to provide information on issues of assault on one’s personal space and that,
even though sharing is important, this is not a venue for psychological support
or therapy. Again, make appropriate community resources available to participants
who wish to explore such areas further. Having said this, however, in some group
situations, a participant might become consciously aware of his or her own abuse
only after listening to a similar incident revealed by another group member. In such
cases, it is important to be supportive, verbally acknowledge that you believe the
participant as he or she unravels the story, and make yourself available outside of the
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group to direct the person to community resources. When offering support, we can
sometimes spontaneously move to give someone a hug. Remind participants to ask
permission to touch another person when they want to demonstrate that support.
Asking permission is a simple gesture that serves to return the control back into the
hands of the survivor.

Sexual Harassment and the Internet
As more and more of us become adept at surfing the net, we become neglectful about
the dangers of harassment on the web. Giving out our E-mail address can be as
dangerous as giving out our credit card number over the phone. Anyone who sends
us E-mail could eventually turn nasty. Mailing lists are notorious for their “flame
wars.” If we are members of a mailing list and voice our opinions, we could be
subjected to harassing E-mail in private or on the list. An increasing number of
persons with disabilities, particularly female amputees, are being sexually harassed
on the Internet. We need to make our own decisions as to what we perceive to be
“general conversation,” “curiosity,” and “sexual harassment.” When we are in a
public place, like a coffee house, and are uncomfortable with questions of a personal
nature, we leave. Our instincts tell us that we should be out of there. The same
applies to the Internet. When we feel that a discussion is too personal or
embarrassing, we must stop any further harassment by ending the
communication.
Sexual harassment is a crime.
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Harassing E-mail?

T

DO NOT RESPOND to any of the E-mails. If you have any filtering
capabilities on your E-mail program, use them. Eudora Pro (for Mac) has
extensive filtering capabilities. You will never see the E-mails once the
software is configured correctly

T

If the Internet Service Provider (ISP) is above board, the company is obligated
to notify their client a complaint has been received–if the deviant behavior
continues, the perpetrator will have his or her Internet account or privileges
revoked

T

If you get no satisfaction from the ISP, contact your own ISP with the domain
name of the perpetrator and copies of the offending E-mail. The ISP can track
down where the E-mail has been routed from and locate the source of the Email

T

Contact the authorities in that city or town. Contacting the police or a
university campus security may not lead to a conviction, but it can result in a
visit to the perpetrator

Remember . . .
You choose when enough is enough
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Sexual Assault
A study by the Seattle Rape Relief Development Disabilities Project (1984) revealed
that 90% of the girls and women referred to them had been exploited by relatives or
individuals known to them.

Sexual Assault
Definition:
Sexual assault is a violent crime. It is an attempt to hurt, humiliate and control the
victim. Sex is only the weapon. Submission is not consent. One out of three
incidences of sexual assault occurs in or near a victim’s place of residence, often by
someone known to the person who is assaulted.

Dating Violence
Definition:
Dating violence is any intentional sexual, physical or psychological attack on one
partner by the other in a dating relationship. This definition reflects the belief that all
forms of abuse are harmful and worth taking seriously.

Date Rape
Definition:
Date rape is a sexual assault on a partner or an acquaintance.23 Date rape is a
23

Rape is a sexual assault. Not all sexual assaults include rape. Rape occurs when a
person commits sexual assault by intentionally or knowingly engaging in sexual intercourse or
oral sexual contact or manual masturbatory contact of the person. Sexual intercourse involves
the penetration into the penis, vulva or anus by any part of the body or by object or manual
masturbatory contact of such person.
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misleading term that describes a serious crime which is misunderstood and underreported. In some ways, date rape is fostered by the common sex-role stereotype that
men should be aggressive while women should be yielding and passive. We all need
to be open and assertive with our partners.

Sexual Assault:
Sexual assault is a violent crime, an invasion, a frightening experience. Not all
sexual assaults are sexually motivated; most are activated by the desire to control and
dominate. Rape need not involve an assault by a stranger in a dark alley. By being
aware and more alert to her surroundings, a woman can reduce the likelihood of rape.
This does not mean that all rapes can be prevented.

Psychological Preparedness:
II.

Accept the fact that you are a potential sexual assault victim. Do not operate
under the illusion that “it will never happen to me.”

III.

Develop the knowledge to act in a SAFE manner at all times.
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Protecting Ourselves Against Date/Acquaintance Rape
ABOVE ALL
Remember to . . .
Trust your own instincts: If you feel uncomfortable, leave!

T

Find out about a new date. Ask who knows or who has dated the person

T

Go out with another couple until you feel comfortable with the other person

T

If you do not know your date well, consider meeting in a public place and do
not have your date drive you there. Take extra money for change for the phone
or a cab home

T

Attend parties with persons you know and trust

T

Never leave a party on your own or with someone you don’t know

T

If you are at a party, watch your alcohol consumption

T

Never leave a drink unattended

T

Take the time to understand what the other person is saying. If you think you
are hearing a “mixed message,” ask for clarification. For example, Sharon may
agree to come up to your room, but she is not agreeing to have sex

T

No means NO. If a woman says no to sexual contact, she is not “playing hard
to get”

T

Never make assumptions about a woman’s behavior. For example, a woman
agreeing to kiss you is not agreeing to sexual intercourse

T

If a woman is intoxicated, passed out, or under the influence of drugs, she is
incapable of saying “NO” and you may be guilty of rape

T

No one is obligated to give another person sex because he or she has been
bought a meal or a drink
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The Outcome of Sexual Assault
Every situation is different. Persons with disabilities have different capabilities, and
each of us must choose our own path of action. More than anything else, the
survivor needs to regain control. We must:

T

Respect the survivor’s right to choose the course of action

T

Respect confidentiality

T

Avoid communicating our own opinions and biases to the survivor even if we
do not agree with the choices she/he makes

T

Be patient

T

Listen rather than pass judgement

T

Acknowledge that the survivor is blameless

T

Make sure that the survivor is not alone
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Protecting Ourselves Against Physical Assault

T

If coming home by taxi, special needs transportation or with a friend, make
sure that the person dropping you off waits until you are safely inside your
home or apartment building

T

Walk/ride with a friend rather than alone, especially at night

T

Avoid jogging in secluded areas

T

Avoid leaving Campus alone late at night: contact a member of the Safe Walk
on Campus Security staff to accompany you to your car/van

T

Do not hitchhike

T

Avoid shortcuts through parking lots and alleys

T

Park in well lighted areas

T

Check your car before you get in

T

Be sure to keep your doors locked

T

Secure windows and screen doors before going to bed

T

Never invite a stranger into your home

T

Make sure that entrances to your home are well lighted

T

If you sense you are being followed, go to the nearest house that has a light on
to ask for help or walk towards a crowded place

T

If you are grabbed, yell, “FIRE,” “POLICE” to attract attention and frighten
the attacker off

T

Blow a whistle if you have one

T

Note the characteristics of your attacker, from dress to personal appearance,
including build, race, color, smell, condition of hands, or sound of voice
Remember . . .
Report the incident to the police as soon as possible
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Surviving a Sexual Assault
ABOVE ALL:
Remember to . . .
Trust your own instincts

The choice to resist actively or passively is no one’s but your own
I. Active Resistance:
The aim is to distract or temporarily injure your attacker to create an opportunity for
escape. Your goal is to escape rather than to win.
The decision is yours to make, so

T

If you are able to speak and choose to raise your voice, yell rather than scream.
Screaming comes from the throat and is associated with fear and can be
mistaken for playful banter from a distance. Yelling comes from the
diaphragm, the center of a woman’s power. A yell prepares the body to take a
blow, if necessary, without having the wind knocked out of you

T

If you chose to use force against your attacker, all kicks and hits must be
forceful and aimed at vulnerable areas, such as the groin, eyes or instep

T

Avoid using weapons against your attacker because they can be turned against
you

II. Passive Resistance:
The goal of passive resistance is to think and talk your way out of the situation.
The decision is yours to make, so

T

Try to calm the attacker. Try to persuade him not to carry out the attack

T

Try to discourage the attacker by saying someone is coming over or that your
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roommate is due to arrive home

T

The choice to submit does not mean consenting to sexual assault

III. Being Safe:

T

Secure your safety as soon as possible: if at home, lock your doors and bolt the
windows as soon as the assailant leaves

T

Call the police

T

Call a friend, family member or a counselor to be with you through the
medical examination and the police report

T

See a doctor as soon as possible

T

Do not bathe, douche, wash your hair or change clothing until you have been
examined by a physician

T

Save all torn or stained garments/bed linen

T

Avoid touching anything the assailant may have touched

T

Seek counseling through the local sexual assault/rape crisis center

T

Get an HIV test: to knowingly infect someone with HIV is sexual assault

The Sexual Assault Crisis Line is open 24 hours a day. Services are confidential
and callers can choose to remain anonymous. The staff will accompany survivors
to the hospital, the police station and court appearances. You are not alone !

The decision to prosecute is up to you, but report the attack to the police!
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Goals:

<

To be able to understand the meaning of sexual assault

<

To be able to protect ourselves against the possibility of physical/sexual assault

<

To be able to trust our own instincts in dating situations

<

To know what to do if we are sexually assaulted

Rationale:
We cannot be responsible for another person’s behavior, so not all sexual assaults can
be prevented. However, we can make every effort to protect our private space.

Tools:
Flipchart, pens, paper, basket, access to a computer and the Internet.

Method
Warm Up:
Ask the participants to write down on a piece of paper any question they might have
on the topic of sexual assault. Remind them of the group rule that states there is no
such thing as a stupid question. They do not need to include their names on the piece
of paper. Have them fold the paper and place it in the basket. Open the discussion
by addressing a series of questions on sexual assault that you have devised
beforehand. Make sure you cover the definitions of sexual assault, rape, date rape
and dating violence outlined above. Be frank and honest in answering any questions
that may arise. Understand that some of the participants may be more knowledgeable
about some of the terminology surrounding sexual assault than others. Have copies
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of Home SAFE Home and Stop the Abuse handy as reference tools. Be prepared to
meet some of the participants outside the group should they require more information
or need to vent feelings. Make sure that there is information on support
agencies/services available. Read through all the questions in the basket during a
break and make sure to incorporate both the question and a response over the course
of the session. That way, those participants who may feel too uncomfortable to ask
the question in front of the group will have a response to that question.

Exercise 1
Ask the participants to take the TRUE or FALSE Quiz on Dating Violence. Make
sure you have some large print copies for persons with visual impairment. All the
answers are false. The list is a series of myths and misconceptions that men and
women frequently associate with sexual assault and dating violence. Go over the
responses with the large group, making sure the participants get a chance to share
some of their own misconceptions about dating violence. Incorporate the information
boxes on strategies we can adopt to protect ourselves against physical assault and
date/acquaintance rape.

Exercise2
Computers are as common as television sets in people’s homes. An increasing
number of persons with disabilities are joining “chat rooms” and sharing intimate
conversations with almost total strangers. What is even more scary is that other
people are privy to these online conversations without our knowledge. Discuss the
information box on sexual harassment on the Internet. Invite a computer expert to
address the group on how we can protect ourselves on the Internet. Explain how
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sexual harassment on the Internet is a criminal offence. Provide access to a computer
for practical demonstration.
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Dating Violence
TRUE/FALSE QUIZ

Write the letter T (TRUE) or F (FALSE) at the end of each statement to support your
answer.

1.

Women are at a greater risk of being assaulted by strangers.

2.

Jealousy is a sign that my partner really loves me.

3.

When a person gets hit by her/his partner, he or she must have provoked that
person in some way.

4.

A person stays in an abusive dating relationship because he/she doesn’t mind
being abused.

5.

Men cannot control their sexual urges as much as women can.

6.

A person has the right to expect sexual favors if he/she pays for the date or if
he/she has been going out with the partner for a long time.

7.

The abuse will stop once things settle down and we know each other better.

8.

“Name calling” doesn’t hurt anyone.

9.

I can tell by just talking or looking at a person if he/she is going to be an
abuser.

10.

It will never happen to me.
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Response Sheet: TRUE or FALSE

All answers are FALSE

20.

Canadian studies indicate that women are at a far greater risk of being
assaulted by men they know.

21.

Jealousy is the most common reason for assaults in a dating relationship. The
partner is trying to exert control of the relationship.

22.

No one deserves to be hit. Violence is wrong. It silences the partner rather
than solves the problem.

23.

Most partners who stay in an abusive relationship want the relationship to get
better. Adolescents in particular, need to understand that being abusive is not
being “macho.”

24.

Men are as capable of controlling their sexual urges as women. Forcing sex on
a partner is illegal.

25.

No one owes anyone anything, whether in a long term relationship or not.

26.

Violence tends to escalate rather than go away. Partners need help to break the
violence cycle.

27.

“Name calling” is emotional abuse. It hurts and leads to a psychological abuse
that affects self esteem.

28.

Abusers come in all shapes and sizes. They are not the stereotypical “muscle
man” of the nineties. They are in the classroom, the meeting, the dance or the
group home.

29.

No one is immune to abuse. In a dating relationship, some persons are
victimized on the first date, while in others, the abuse is more subtle.
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Exercise 4
Set up a round table discussion. Invite a representative from the Sexual Assault
Center, Victim Services and a person with a disability who has survived sexual
assault to join the group. Use this forum to learn from one another. Make sure the
group is aware of the legal options, medical protocol and psychological support
systems that surround issues of physical and sexual assault.

Note to Facilitator:
There may be a self-defense organization in your community with experience in
offering instruction to persons with disabilities on various aspects of self-defense,
particularly for persons with spinal cord injuries. In Alberta, contact a company
called Safe and Sound ( 1-403-216-7000) for further information. Depending on the
needs of the participants, a series of lessons could be offered as an addition to this
manual.

Evaluation:
Summarize the contents of the module. Remind participants that we must respond to
our instincts not our “hearts” when we feel uncomfortable in a dating relationship.
Ultimately, when faced with an assault, the person with a disability can only decide
for him or her self what action to take.

Lead in: Winding Down
Congratulate the group for their perseverance and attendance to date. The next group
is a celebration of lessons learned.
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Winding Down
The title of this closing segment is strategically called “Winding Down” rather than
“Wind Up.” Because of the amount of information and level of sharing that has
likely been a big part of this workshop, participants must be given some time to
unwind and put things into perspective. When the focus of an entire workshop series
has been different aspects of crime, we begin to get suspicious of everything and
everyone around us. Having said this, we must also realize that not everyone we
meet is intent on harming us. There are strangers who are kind and dating partners
who do not want to control the relationship.

In a round table discussion, invite the group to share some of their feelings and
experiences about the workshop. The aim of this workshop has been to provide
persons with disabilities with the tools necessary to make the necessary changes in
perception, attitude and practices that will ultimately empower them to act in a safe
and informed manner when dealing with perpetrators of crime and violence. If the
participants have learned anything, make sure they begin to trust their own instincts
when it comes to making a decision involving their immediate environment and
personal space.

An empowering closing exercise might be to go through the phone book and
available pamphlets to make up a phone list of emergency numbers for the
participants to take home. This list should contain phone numbers (including
TTY/TDD, large or small print) for fully accessible places, such as women’s
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shelters, crisis intervention services, and emergency police or fire services’ numbers,
Such a list has not been included in this manual due to the extent of the geographical
areas that would have to be included.24

Finally, those participants who have chosen not to act today may indeed refer to the
phone list in the future, possibly when they feel more prepared to make changes in
their lives.

Remember . . .
There are no mistakes, just discoveries
Author Unknown

24

Available for Calgary and Saskatoon IL Centers and OnLine for Winnipeg. See
addresses in bibliography..
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Evaluation: Self-Empowerment Workshop

Name: (Optional)

1. What did you like the most about this Workshop?
____________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
2. What did you like the least about this Workshop?
____________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
3. Do you feel that the facilitators were sensitive to your needs throughout this
Workshop? If your answer is no, what could they have done to make you feel more
comfortable?
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
4. Would you recommend this Workshop to others? If not, why not?
__________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
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5. What particular skills learnt in this Workshop do you think you will take with you
into the community/apply to everyday life?
____________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
6. Is there anything you want to add that we have not asked you about the Workshop?
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

Thank you for your participation in the Workshop and in the completion of this
evaluation.
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